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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May 25, 1971

TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, University Secretary

SUBJECT:

Final 1970-71 Meeting of University Faculty

The final meeting of the University Faculty for the 1970-71 academi.c
year will be on Wednesday, June 2, at 1:00 p.m. in the Kiva .

An agenda will be mailed in due course, but this notice is being
sent so that you may know the time. The tentative list of degre
candidates for Semester II will be presented, as will the nominations
for 1971-72 standing committee assignments. Also scheduled for
presentation are a Master of science Program in Medical Science and
an i~terim report by the Research Policy Committee's ISRAD subcommittee.

JND:db

THE. Ui.JIVE.RSITY OF iJEJ • iEXICO
1

To:

All 1·1~r.1bl.:rS of the University Facuity

From:

Jor,n •~- i.Jurrie, Secretary

Suuject:

i;eeting of university Faculty

iay 28 • l 971

T,ie final r111::<.:ti11g of ti'!~ University Fdculty for h70-71 vlill be held on
lJednes<lax_, June 2" at 1: 00 p .m. in tne Ki va. Pl ease note t11e different

fil anu

-

110ur.

--

-

-

- - --

T,,~ agenda ~,i 11 include tne fo 11 o\'Ji ng i terns:
l. kecornmenJation of Semester II, l97u-71, canJiJates for uegrees--uean
~!~ llman, Arts anti Sciences; uean uove, Engi neerfog, Dean La\'i rence, Educa'-1~n, uean Adams, Fine Arts; uean Re:1der, Business anu Allministrative
S~~en~es; uean bliss, Pharmacy; uean 1·,lurray, nursing, iJea,1 Huber, Univer~ny College, uean Christopher, Law, Jean Stone, :leJicine, Uean Springer,
raduate School. (List to be Jistributed at meeting.} j·lQTE TO DEAJS :
lf.tQ!!.cann?t attend the mE:etitig, please arrange for someone to act in
your stead l!l_ recommending the candidates.
2. Presentation of Policy Committee nominations of faculty mer,1 bers f or
l971-72 standing committees--Professor Koenig. (List attached.)

3( • Speci a 1 Education
Statement attached.)

111ajor

; n the co 11 ege of Education--Dean Lawrence.

1'1ast~r of Science program in l·iel.!ical Sciences--Associate Oean
Bene<.1ett1 for the Graduate Committee. (Statement attached.)

'-}.

5· Keport and proposed ISRAD operational c11arter submitted by_the
Kes~arcn Policy Committee's ISRAD subcommittee--Profess?rs Chr1stman
ant Nason. (Notice has been circulated that the operat10nal charter
propo~al may be picked up at the Latin American Cen~er, Ortega ~all!
a~y time after noon l•ionday; copies will also be ava1lable for d1str1butlon at t:,1e faculty meeting.)

~ · GraJi ng Sys tern for Gradua t(:: Stuc.ients--Professor Potter for the
Graduate Crn~mittee. (Statement attacl1ed.)
Jt·JD:cl u
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
June 2, 1971
(Summarized tlinutes)
The June 2, 1971 , meeting of the University Faculty was called to order by
President Heady at 1 ;03 p.m., in the Kiva, with a quorum present .

A list of candidates for degrees for Semester II, 1970-71, to be awarded subject
~0 satisfactory completion of academic requirements (this condition not obta ning
in t he case of doctoral candidates) was distributed. Candidates for bach lors'
degrees in the College of Arts and Sciences were presented by Dean Wollman; in
the College of Engineering by Dean Dove; in the College of Education by Dean
Lawrence; in the College of Fine Arts by Dean Adams; in the School of Business
~;d Administrative Sciences by Dean Rehder; in the College of Pharmacy (Associate
__ Science degree in Dental Hygiene included) by Dean Bliss; in the Colleg of
riursing by Dean Murray; and in the University College (for the degrees of
Bachelor of University Studies and Associate of Arts in Human Services) by Dean
Huber. Candidates for the degree of Juris Doc tor in t he School of Law were
presented by Dean Christopher. Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Uedicine
in the School of Medicine were presented by Dean Stone. Candidates for masters'
and doctors' degrees in the Graduate School were presented by Dean Springer.
After two deletions from the list were made, the Faculty voted to r ecommend the
list of candidates to the Regents for the awarding of the respective degrees .
Professor Koenig presented the Policy Committee's nominations for standing
committee membership in 1971-72 and explained in some detail the process by which
the list of nominees was prepared
The Faculty thereupon voted to approve the
~la!e of committee members, with ~he name of J. v. Lewis being substituted for
· ·Lewison the Campus Planning Committee.
Upon recommendation by Dean Lawrence, the Faculty gave its approva 1 t o an un dergraduate major in Special Education within the existing Bachelor of Science in
Education degree. It -was noted by Dean Lawrence that the College of Education
~resently offers an undergraduate minor in Special Education, as part of the
achelor's degree programs in Elementary and Secondary Education, and also a
master's degree with a major in Special Education.
Aessociate Dean Benedetti on behalf of the Graduate Committee , recommended the
stabl 15
· h ment of a Master' of Science degree program in Medical Sc i ences, i t b e i ng
~ted that the prog~am had been approved by the Faculty of the School of ttedicine.
e proposed degree program was approved by the University Faculty .
:rofessor Christman chairman of the Policy Committee, noted that in March the
t~c~lty had charged' the Research Policy Committee to make a study of ISRAD and
Witheport back. He said that a subcommittee of the Research Policy Committee,
Professor Nason as chairman had been named for the purpose and that a
report and a proposed operationai charter were now ready for presentation.
F
On behalf of the Policy Committee Professor Christman moved that the
aculty commend Professor Nason and hi; subcommittee for their dispatch and their
exceu ent work. This motion was approved.
Following an oral report and an explanation of the proposed charter, it was
:oved by Professor Nason for the subcommittee, that the report and the proposed
Perational charter- for isRAD be adopted and that they be transmitted to the

appropriate administrative officers of the University.
A motion by Vice President Travelstead to table the motion until September
failed to carry.
The following series of amendments to Professor Nason's motion was then
approved by the Faculty : (1) (by Professor Hoyt) that the charter be approved
by the Faculty in principle as a basis for further negotiations on behalf of
the Faculty with the President and the Regents; (2) (by Professor Merkx) that
the implementation of negotiations be carried out by the subcommittee ; (3) (py
Professor Regener) that the Administration put the final document, before
implementation, before the Faculty, at a Faculty meeting, for consideration.
Professor Nason's motion, as three times amended, was thereupon approved.
Additionally it was requested by Professor Fashing that the subcommittee examine
the joint responsibilities of the Faculty and the Regents in the ISRAD matter.
At the Hay 18 meeting, the Faculty referred back to the Graduate Committee "for
study of the implications of our previous actions" a proposal concerning a
grading system for graduate students. Professor Potter, on behalf of the
Graduate Committee and as recommended by it, thereupon brought back to the
Faculty the proposal as originally submitted, i.e., without an amendment which
the Faculty subsequently approved. (The Faculty did not, however, vote on the
motion as amended.) It was ruled, therefore, by President Heady that the form
of the motion presently before the Faculty should be as amended at the May 18
meeting.
An amendment was then introduced by Professor Merkx to adopt the NC recommendat:fons of the Graduate Committee, i.e., in effect, to reintroduce the
language deleted at the last faculty meeting. After discussion, this amendment
was approved by a vote of 45 to 31.
A motion to table indefinitely being defeated, the Faculty approved the
main motion as amended by a vote of 40 to 30.
The Faculty approved a motion by Professor Regener to the effect that t~ere shall
be submitted to the Faculty for approval at a given meeting, the summarized
minutes, even if only provisional ones, of the preceding meeting ; further, that
these summarized minutes shall be considered for approval before taking up the
agenda of the meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 3:14 p.m.
John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
JUNE 2, 1971

The June 2, 1971, meeting of the University
Faculty was called to order by President Heady at
1 : 03 p . m., with a quorum present .
PRESIDENT HEADY The meeting wi l l please come
to order . We were scheduled to meet at one o'clock;
it's already a few minutes after and the Secretary
tells me there is an exami nation scheduled here at
three - fifteen, which means we will need to adjourn,
or at least recess from this room by three .
The first item on the agenda is the recommendation
of semester two, 1970-71, candidates for degrees .
PROFESSOR FASHING
HEADY

Exc use me, Mr . President .

Yes, Professor Fashing .

FASHING
I would like to move that there is a
person here who is not a Faculty member who is from the
new New Careers Program a t the Medical School and I
have asked that he be admitted as an observer. He is
a counselor in the program , Eloy Romero . He came in
place of Steve Romero and I wonder if he could be
admitted for the meeting .
HEADY

Is there a sec ond?

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed
HEADY
"no" . The motion is carried .
Now we will turn to the recommendations of candidates for degrees . You should have picke~ up, as y~u
came in, this list of the candidates . I will recognize
Dean Wollman, Arts and Sciences .
DEAN WOLLMAN
Names of the candidates from the
College of Arts and sciences are listed on pages one t o

candida t es for
Deg r ees

eighteen . These are people who ill prob
their degrees .
I move the approval o
h
pending completion of their work
d th
of their names to the Regents for the aw r
degrees .
HEADY
A

Is there a second.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

HEADY Discussion? Those inf vor
"aye" ; opposed " no" . Motion carried.
Dean Dove , College of Engine rin
one else who has been asked tor r
of Engineering? Perhaps he's just
come back -- Dean Dove , I want to c
the meeting was scheduled to start
DEAN DOVE

Have you checked

HEADY
We are now ready
to recommend candidates ford
Unaccustomed as I
DOVE
r. Chairman , I would like tor co
they tentatively approve and r co
the awarding of the degree
for th
the program that has been hand d ou
HEADY

Is there a second to

A FACULTY MEMBER

o ion

h

Second .

n
Any discussion? Tho
HEADY
tion i
say "aye"; opposed "no" . The
Dean Lawrence, College o

E uc

DE
LAWRENCE I JOO e
he College of Education, P
b reconunended to the Re n
P nding satisfactory com l
HEADY

con?

Is there a

FACULTY

MBE

S

con.

·on.

I
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HEADY
Any discussion?
Those inf vo
say "aye"; opposed "no" . The motion i
c rr

d.

Dean Adams , Fine Arts.
The candidates ford g
DEAN ADAMS
·gt
Arts are listed on pages sixteen to
woul
of the Faculty of the College,
be
g·ven
recommend that these candidates
approval and recommended to the Regn s
the degrees as listed .
HEADY

0

Second?

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

HEADY
Any discussion? T OS
"aye"; opposed "no" .
The motion s c
Dean Rehder, Business and A mini
DEAN REHDER
Mr . President, th
Business and Administrative sc· nc
recomn~ndation by the general Fae 1 Y
Regent s the Bachelor of Business
candidates listed on pages ninete
one, who will complete their deg ee r q
move approval of their degree .
A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
Moved and seconded.
Those in favor , please say "aye; o
motion is carried .

r

a

ny
"no".

Dean Bliss , Pharmacy .
DEAN BLISS
Mr . Presiden 'on
of Pharmacy , Faculty of the Co 1 g 0
like to move the approval nd reco
nd
of Regents the awarding of th
ch
Bachelor of Pharmacy -- Bachel~r o Sc~ nc
Pharmacy Degree and Associat Sci nc
n D n
0
O
to the Faculty for approval by
HEADY

Is there a second?

A FACULTY ME BER

second.

0

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor please say
"aye"; opposed "no". Mot ion is carried.
Dean Murray, College of Nursing.
DEAN MURRAY
Mr. President, the candidates for
the Bachelor of Science Degree in Nursing listed on
page twenty-one.
I recommend the approval of this -tentative approval of this listing of candidates for
the degree, pending completion of their work, to the
Board of Regents.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor please
say "aye "; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
Dean Huber, University College.
DEAN HUBER On pages twenty -one, twenty-two, and
twenty-three are listed the names of the candidates
for the Bachelor of University Studies Degree and on
top of page twenty-four, the candidates for Associate
of Arts in Human Services Degree; upon satisfactory
completion of their current program of studies, the
students will have met with the requirements of their
respective degrees and I, therefore, move that this
body recommend their names to the Regents upon the
satisfactory completion of the current program for the
respective degrees indicated.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion.

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor, please
say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
Dean Christopher, College of Law .
DEAN CHRISTOPHER The law candidates are on page
twenty-four. There is one deletion: The left-hand line,
down toward the bottom, Donald Klein, Junior, delete.
HEADY

Donald Klein, Junior.
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CHRISTOPHER
As amended, the names listed here have
met all the requirements for J.D. Degree, and the law
Faculty reconunends they be awarded the J.D . Degree.
HEADY

Second to that motion?

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor please say
"aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried .
Dean Stone, School of Medicine .
DEAN STONE
On behalf of the Faculty of the School
of Medicine, I move that the candidates listed on page
twenty-five be recommended to the Board of Regents by
the Faculty of the University for the award of the
Doctor of Medicine Degree .
HEADY

Second?

A FACULTY MEMBER
II

Se c ond .

HEADY
Any discussion? Those in favor, please say
'
'
d.
aye 11 i opposed "no" . The motion is
carrie
Dean Springer, Graduate School .

DEAN SPRINGER
The graduates of the Graduate
School are listed on pages twenty-six to thirty - four
under the headings of their respective degrees. On
behalf of the Graduate Committee, Mr . President, I
move that the Faculty accept these nominations and
further recommend them to the Regents for the award
of their degrees .
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
Any discussion?
Those in favor p lease
say "aye"; opposed "no" . The motion is carried .
LAWRENCE Mr. President, I apologize . On page
fourteen in the list of Bachelor of Science and
Education Degree candidates, I thought ~e had . left out
the name of Sandra carol Peace in the middle1 JUSt
.
above the middle of the page; she wi ll not be completing

6/2/71
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her requirements and I move that th
her name be deleted .
HEADY

r co

Is there a second to that

A FACULTY MEMBER

o 'on?

Second .

in
HEADY
Any discussion?
ho
on
say "aye "; opposed "no" . The mo
Any further business in conn
candidates for degrees? If not,
next item , presentation of Policy
of Faculty members for 1971-1972
Professor Koenig .
PROFESSOR KOENIG
as recommended the names th t
meeting agenda for the conunit
commit ees of the Faculty . The
or nomination by the Policy o
Committee , and I would like to
nomination now before you ·th on
first page, under campus Planning
should be J . V. Lewis in math m ic
of neurology .
I might also dd th
a lot of interest here in conuni
ear and if it seems appropri t , or
e could have a brief discussion,
e arrive at the nomination
time , I would like to simply o
by the Policy Committee .

on o

HEADY
You want to mo
nominations by the Policy

0

O IG Yes , I ould
s nominated by the Polic
0

You want to mov
no ina ions by the 01·c
o
HE DY

KOE IG
HE DY

Yes .
Is th r

PROF SSOR

so

cod

con

0

on

p.
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HEADY

Discussion?

KOENIG

No; only if there's a question.

HEADY
McRae.

Do you want to discuss this?

Are there any questions or comments?

Dean

DEAN MC RAE
I was wondering in view of what he
said if you would explain about what he said; I notice
the College of Fine Arts is not very well represented
and, of course, there are a number of reasons, possibly,
for this .
Perhaps a number of our Faculty didn't
indicate .
If so, it would be interesting to know that.
KOENIG
I don't know if that is so or not. The
process, very briefly, involved very close coordination
between John Durrie's office and the Policy Committee.
It is with his help that we send out the preference
sheets,~thich you can indicate a first, second, or
third preference for standing committee assignment.
If you fail to make such a preference, as many of you
do, then you are usually considered no longer unless
you make it known to us through some other channel that
you wish to be considered .
There is a lot of misunderstanding simply on this
basis alone .
I think we perhaps get forty or fifty
percent compliance. Then that material -- those
preferences are fed to our data processing office
here and what we get are printouts of each Faculty
member's preference , first , second, and third preference
by committee .
Some committees are very popular;
others , I am sorry to say, are very unpopular, but
that shouldn't be surprising .
On the basis of those names and those preferences/
our Subcommittee on committees makes tentative listing,
which we then bring to the Policy committee to go
.
over it with a fine tooth comb, much to my frustration,
~nd we usually spend two to three meetings on this . . rt
is that list then·after final changes are made that
is printed rip by the university secretary's office and
sent out to you.
There are, inevitably , a few mistakes, but some
of the questions that have come tb me have been of the
nature: Is this a rational process? I would have ~ 0 .
say it's only partly rational; it's also partly political,

6/2/71
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and it is also partly chance.
If we don't know you,
and you ~~..:'.'~'t made yourself known to us through the
preferen~o begin with, then, of course, we don't
particularly list you as a nominee. But there are
people who are by chance, I think, systematically
overlooked each year and I had a number of these
drawn to my attention unfortunately after the lists
were made up; if it had been before, it would have
been much more helpful.
What we try to do then in the collective Policy
Committee meeting is to try to achieve some balance
in these committees, balance of various natures ,
expertise, political feelings , sometimes if it's a
touchy sort of committee, we like to keep things
pretty well balanced. We also like to look at a
person's service record if we can possibly and see
whether he shows up at meetings, what sort of worker
has he been, what sort of contribution has he made?
Then we try to make a collective judgment on
each person that we nominate .
Many times, many times very able people are
not nominated for the committee they wish and what I
would recommend to you, not for this year since
these nominations are already before you, but for
the su:ceeding years, is the old proverb that the
squeaky wheel gets the oil.
If you want to be on a
committee, feel strongly about the issue on the
campus, you might -- and you thin~_you must be a member
of the committee to help solve it,..._ you have got to
let that feeling be known to the Policy Committee and
then the Policy committee , through its subcommittee
chairman, and then we will try to put you on .
Whether the Fine Arts College was overlooked,
whether they didn't put any preference or other rea ons,
I am not sure .
I know we had to try very hard to find
some people from that college for computer use.
I do
remember that.

7

HEADY

Dean Adams .

ADAMS If I could add a bit to
saying , you have been speaking from
the Faculty and their desires to be
Perhaps it's appropriate to look at

what Dean McRae was
the standpoint of
on committees.
the committee

.

6/2/71
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structure, however, not only from th s
desired Faculty -- desires of the F cul
its functional utility in the terms of th
of the University.
I realized I jus
never use the word "governance" ag n
and a half on the committee, but
did .

0

C

The statistics of your recomm d
on
there are a total of a hundred and eigh y-on
nominations to committee assignments, wh · ch
are from the College of Fine rts,
approximately seventy and ina much
not eighteen hundred on the Univers·
obviously not proportionate for h
and I am speaking as an administr
Faculty did not turn in reques , th
he e is no reason you should ha
committees . But I have found in
has been awkward , that th Coll
resented on the Curricula Co i
committees which are impor nt co
academic and curricula stand o·n,
uestion the utility of the sy
hen a major area of the un·v r
reason or another , be unrepr
I am not objecting to th
and will vote for th m.

nom n

y

0

HEADY
Is there any oth
otion? The motion ·s to P
tributed to you , with th
referred to . No further
of the motion plea e say "aye';
tion is carried .
The third item is speci
h College of Educa ion.
L r nee , do you w nt to co
LAW

CE

I th'nk

C

?

n

You have a very br f X
ro th College of Eduction
0
a m JO in
ec 1 Educ
Coll ge Faculty , I ould li
h n
major in S C 1

OU
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Is there a second?

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
All right, approval ha
m jor in Special Education.
Is th
VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
HEADY

b

r.

Doctor Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
I would 1 k
o
neither in support of nor against th
As a matt r of fact, I think I ould
but I as that this program be bro gh
today for the reasons I would lik
moment.
It was a borderline case nd
question of what item should
F culty, that get on this bord r 'n,
description in the handbook o n'
clear , but I suggest that it oul
this particular program, but b
of programs on the total Univ
I think the Faculty needs to
of ajors, as well as departm n
programs and other additional
these moves do have an impact on
and its operation within the r
should be aware of this and r
ti
ne moves should be qu t'on
e en beyond this Faculty, the h
about the resources to carry h
I think quite often the
on't say naively, but some
pproval of the program her,
es on through admini tr
Ed cationa Finance~
11·
o there,
the impact
t be realized by th
inis ration.
I think,
Ould be brough her
nd
Ully because of thes
H ving said th t,

0

0
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I am speaking against this particular program.
I do
think that the Bachelors Degree in Special Education
~s a needed one1 and the state, I think, can well use
it. I want the Faculty , however, to be sure that as
we put these cases together, they realize the connection
with other matters they will face later.
HEADY

Any other discussion?

~~ener.

PROFESSOR REGENER
Mr. President, if the programs
are brought before the general Faculty for approval,
would it not be advisable to have the requirements for
the programs outlined in the propositions so that we
would know better what we are voting on?
TRAVELSTEAD
May I respond to that? Professor
Regener, that very point has been brought up in recent
discussion about the library, about resources for the
library, and maybe somebody on that committee would like
~o ~lk about it .
I think one reason the library is
in .a difficulty it is today is that over the years, we
have accumulated some forty-five to forty-eight masters'
programs, twenty-two doctoral programs, without it
properly being fully assessed whether the holdings are
there and what the impact of the program is. The
library is one part of your question. It is rather
difficult, quite often, for a college to see exactly
in dollars or cents or exactly in staff what a thing
will mean.
This program, as I understand it, is within
the context, courses and staff already in the College
of Education, so ram not sure what additional resources
would be there.
But the details of the program, whether this Faculty
should consider the detailed courses, I think, is
another matter. A large body like this is quite often
not knowledgeable to knm7whether or not it is in
Physics or special educatl'o11 which courses should be
required.
I think the colle~e Faculties can best do
that.
But I think some discussion of all aspects would
be well.
HEADY
would you like to have some further information about this particular program, Professor Regener?
REGENER
No. My question was just a matter of
Principle .
I felt that perhaps a program like this, and
many other programs, would involve other fields t h a t ~

departments and other colle e
n previous years it seems to hav
that we were able to look at th v
requirements
no
particular , just wanting to kno
that should not be happening . Th
Committee , of course .
4

HEADY

Professor Alexan e

PROFESSOR ALEXANDER
Thi
Curriculum Committee so ti.me
Committee did not want to tak
pprove or disapprove the prog
that it come to this Faculty .
In the presentation o
ctually one , two , three ,
thing that Professor Regen r
had assumed that kind of mat r· l
agenda for this meeting al o .
of the particular cou ses an
t ey would normally bet kn, o
nd all that sort of thing . Bu
Conunittee did look at it ,
n more than recommend it o
consideration .
HEADY
Perhaps it ould
to rely on the Curr·culum Co
dvise as to what materials o
call to the meeting . Do ou
REGENER
Perhaps that
other hand , the Chairm no
xpressed expectation th t
rought before the acul Y
HEADY That ' why I
1 rize i by skin
dvice of the curricul
di tributed .
REGE ER
It's conv
Y d
am look"ng fo
option for the Ph . o. D
thin i p sin
o
L WRE CE

r. P

i

n

I

. h

0
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how easily this is done . Thi h
in the College for a year.
It
department , with a recornmenda
to the Curriculum Committee ,
of revisions and considerable rev
also by the drninistrative Cornm · t
for the purposes of looking at h r
problems of that kind ; eventually:- n
complete Faculty in the Colle
o
uc
recommendation from our undergra u
C
Committee and from there to the On
Committee . So it has had
ser ou
serious review by a number of po
outside of the college in tho
d
was some interrelationship , such

0

HEADY
Is there any fur
in favor of the motion ple
The motion is carried .
Next is laster of Scienc
Sciences , Associate Dean B n
Committee .
DEAN BENEDETTI

ir . P

Science Program in edic 1 Sc'
he material circulated
th
meeting .
This program has been
he Graduate Committee an
onunittee . I am going to
approval by this Faculty o
I might mention , irs,
appropriate for Professo
School to comment briefl
r . President , in behalf
e the adoption o thi
rogram in Medical Scienc
s con?

HEADY
Is there
ht motion?
SO
HEAD

here?

Secon .
It '

b

n

o

n

h

0

PROFESSOR SCALETTI I would merely say to the
Faculty that, as Dean Lawrence explained, the Master
of Science program was thought over rather carefully
by the School of Medicine Faculty and it, upon
recommendation of that Faculty, went to the Graduate
Committee, studied by the Graduate Committee and
additional recommendations made and the program was
examined rather carefully and back to the Graduate
Committee and recommended by the Graduate Committee to
the Faculty as an option under your existing Ph . D.
program in Medical Sciences.
HEADY
Is there further discussion or questions?
Are you ready to vote? Those in favor of the motion
please say "aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried.
The next item on the agenda is the report and
proposed ISRAD operational charter submitted by the
Research Policy Committee of the ISRAD Subcommittee.
Professor Christman.
PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN Mr. President and members of
the Faculty, at a Faculty meeting in March you will
recall that we had quite · a discussion about ISRAD
operations and at that time the Faculty charged the
Research Policy Committee to set up a study of ISRAD
in its operation and governing documents, as such.
The Subcommittee of the Research Policy Committee,
chaired by Professor Marshall Nason, undertook this
study and they have come to some conclusions, which
they feel the Faculty should have for their
consideration prior to adjourning for the summer.
In a short time, I am going to turn it over to
Professor Nason for his report.
You all have a copy of the proposed charter,
which was passed out as you came in, and when they
reac~this conclusion, the Subcommittee of ~he
Research Policy committee~ brought their report
to the Research Policy committee and it was approved
in spirit as an operating report and the document
as a tentative document to be brought to the Faculty.
They then forwarded it to the Faculty Policy
Committee. we met on this at our last meeting and
took similar action in that we approved the report
in spirit and we forwarded the charter for your vote
today.

Research Policy
Committee Report
on ISRAD ; Propo sed ISRAD
Operational
Charter

I would like to propose a motion, if it is in
order, and I -- it may not be in order because
well, when you hear the motion, you may decide it
may not be in order, but considering that this
discussion may go on for a little time, I wanted to
move, on behalf of the Faculty Policy Committee,
that the Faculty make
a record of commendation
to Professor Nason and his committee for the dispatch and effort and hours they put into this study,
keeping in mind that they first got the charge in
March and now have the reports out. It seems to
me one of our most operating committees of the year.
So if I can have a second to that motion -A FACULTY MEMBER

S.econd .

HEADY
Moved and seconded that Professor Nason
and members of the subcommittee be commended for
their work.
CHRISTMAN
HEADY
formance.

And the expeditiousness of their per-

CHRISTMAN
HEADY

Yes.

Right.

Is there discussion on that motion?

NASON
I submit the motion is premature until
the Faculty has heard the report .
HEADY Further discussion? Those in favor of
th emotion please say "aye " ; oppose d "no" · The
motion is carried .
I think this is a good thing to get praise when
you can!
NASON
I think each of you is in possession of
a copy of the proposed institutional operationa~
charter, some of which were picked up before this
meeting on the strength of a message that was
distributed . I shall not repeat the charge to the
committee which Mr . Christman has already referred to.
bcommittee, as modified
The membership Of the Su
by the chairman of the parent committee with Faculty
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charter.
Section A, problems and solutions; item A, the
operational charter of ISRAD .
One of the central thrusts of the subconuni ttee
has been to produce a definitive set of guidelines
for ISRAD operation. The so-called Draft Four,
itself the result of much Faculty deliberation and,
therefore, a valid precedent for continued Faculty
concern, remains to this date unpromulgated. And
though serious controversies, such as those attendant
upon the LEAA contract might have been avoided had
its tentative programs been observed, much of its
text is by now inapplicable, and even inappropriate,
to the future operational status of ISRAD. Since
ISRAD management had failed to exercise its option
o,J. devising a new charter while choosing not to
~ere in every instance to the spirit of the existing
draft, it was evident , to the subcommittee that its
first concern must be the preparation of such a
document, the text of which, with the concurrence
of the Research Policy Committee and the Facul ty
Policy Committee, will be submitted herewith for
Faculty approval.
Although I shall not attempt to discuss this in
close~etail, all of the provisions I would like to
alludejat least to some items of primary concern .
I\.

First, the constituency and responsibliities of
the Executive Committee, which is part t wo, section
'J) ?.11 of that document .
The exact intent of Draft Four was unclear as
to the nature and functions of the Executive Committee,
in consequence of which there has been little or no
significant Faculty representation in policy d~termination and no system of checks and balances in
matters of academic standards and ethics, on administrative, fiscal, and personnel procedur:s,.and
on other issues disregard of which might preJudice
the University's public image.
The proposed composition of the committee,
Providing substantial participation by members of
the departments germane to ISRAD's operations and
spelling out a specific set o f responsibilities, of fer

the University administration an oppo
shared responsibility and for ·ncr
support of ISRAD programs, while pro
afeguards against impropriety.
The revised text calls for e
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As mentioned above, attention
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•
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rejection of the proposal would 1
ith no clearly defined position on
more successful interaction b t en
SRAD .
Mr . Chairman, the ISRAD Subco
Research Policy Committee moves th
report and its transmittal to he pp
administrative officers of the U iv
committee further moves
F cl
proposed operational charter
transmittal to appropriate
of the University .
HEADY

You are making

sing
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two?
A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
It's been moved
he Faculty adopt the report
propriate administrative o
that the Faculty approve th
charter and transmit it to th
That motion has been seconded.
I can't see
Dean Springer .
I wonder if I
SPRINGER
motion, r. President?

HEADY

You want to co

SPRI GER

o.

I think

I voted in favor
co mittee for the expeditio
I now they have done a gr
estion about any amount o
r searching that tha co i
ish to remind the Facu
hat happened only two
an open invitation
had -- we came in nd
o he Faculty, which h
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hi is too complica d o
to vot on it sens' ly .

'gh
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L~bar~n who made the pointJand the Faculty went along
with it.
The result of this was that there was a
special meeting about this matter, at which we had
a full debate after the Faculty had had a chance to
study the document which we handed out the first time
around and the results, I think, were quite satisfactory
to all concerned.
The point I am making is that we are faced here
with a highly complex business on which different
people may have different points of views. I am
just wondering whether it is wise to plunge right in
and accept the verbal report which Professor Nason
has made, as well as the written document, which,
as I understand it, has become available to the
Faculty this afternoon for the first time . I would
suggest that if we were attentive to Professor Nason's
words, we didn't have a chance to study the document,
which is the charter, and that we be given time to
do this.
Let me please point out some of the weaknesses
that I ~ceive in the charter.
I have reservations about the composition and
the manner of the appointment of the Executive Committee,
as it is in the charter. If one assumes the five
Faculty members vote in block, it means that the
Faculty then controls it . I am not sure, Mr. President,
that this (applause) -- that the Faculty is empowered
to control ISRAD since the power to control it has
never been delegated to it to the Regents.
I just want to mention this as a point that
ought to be given consideration, regardless how any
of us feel it ought to be.
I would suggest that the policy proposed on
page seven, concerning the termination of the I~RAD
portion of a Faculty member's annual contract, is . .
unilateral and untenable. As written, this proposition
Will protect a Faculty member who simply qu~ts h~s
ISRAo responsibility. There is no attempt ~n thi7
Part of the charter to adjudicate any conflict which
might arise between ISRAD and a Faculty member, should
it arise.
A priori~, ISRAD is defined as holding
the bag, even though the termination of a Faculty member
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may simply be the result of the termination of an
outside sponsored project on short notice.
It is
as though ISRAD had magic funds in reserve, while
academic departments have none. The truth of the
matter is, on the other hand, that if any unforeseen
losses of income occur anywhere in the University,
including ISRAD, then the central administration
has to allocate reserve funds, if it decides to bail
out the project for the people in a project. The
whole paragraph seems to me to reflect a certain
misunderstanding on how ISRAD functions .
Let me point out that there are several
other misunderstandings.
For instance, if the grading practices and
course numbering practices are amiss, as has been
stated a moment ago by Professor Nason, I wonder
whether the responsibility for this rests with
ISRAD or with the academic department which allocates
course numbers and controls grading practices, or
perhaps the E and c Committee or the Curricula
Committee? I certainly do not believe that ISRAD
ought to be blamed for the allocation of faulty
course numbers or grading practices which may be
questionable.
If contracts are alleged to be
abruptly and unilaterally terminated, I feel it's
appropriate to hear from the contracts and Grants
office to see just what the circumstances were under
which certain contracts may have been terminated or
then renewed.
Finally, I find it questionable to say to the
Faculty, in essence, "We have done a lot of work,
a lot of digging, but our findings, ladies and
.
gentlemen, are not complete," and then produce certain
allegations and say "There's unfinished business,"
'
.
and then ask the Faculty to accept a report that is
acknowledged to be based on incomplete information.
I suggest that this is not quite proper; on the other
hand, I will acknowledge that the inquiry, itself,
~he Faculty's actions in May and.bef~e 1 were us~ful
in getting something started, which a=e productive .
.
For example, there is active n~go~i~tion now
in progress for a highly qualified individual to have
a joint appointment between the sociology Department
and the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration

Program. I would say that ef or
part of ISRAD to recruit such
pr
in the charter , a senior per on iho
link between ISRAD and the Facult .
been put in motion and I sugge
made, but that it is prematur
a report which is complex, wh·c
complex situation, that has not be n
ully debated .
NASON

Mr . Chairman --

HEADY

Professor Na on .

NASON
To begin wi h, I don'
much as I appreciate Dean Spring
that the analogy is really ppro r
particular issue that he descr'
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strategic appointment involved in an individual who
is designated as an associate director of ISPAD,
and I was wondering whether you could verify slightly
the intent of the document -- clarify slightly the
intent of the document. On page three, it is
stipulated that an associate director of ISRAD shall
be a member of the Executive Committee. On page
five, it says that either the director or associate
director shall be a social scientist of senior stature,
and then a few lines below that there is the statement that the director and associate director will
have joint Faculty-ISRAD appointmentj: Now, is an
associate director, on page three, the same as an
associate director who shall be one of the two
people who would be the social scientist of senior
stature?
NASON
I think the Committee's intent there
was to leave the option open, but your inference is
correct that we would like -- we would look to this
situation were there two associate directors, at
least one of whom would have those standing qualifications.
WOLLMAN would it be those persons with those
qualifications that would then be a member of the
Executive Committee designated as an associate
director of ISRAD?
Repeat that question again.

NASON
getting --

You are

WOLLMAN
Either the director or associate
director is~ocial scientist of senior stature?
I

NASON

f\

Right.

WOLLMAN If it is an associate director who is
the_~Qc~al scientist of senior stature, is that th~
a s s ~ t director who is the member of the Executive
Committee?
NASON I think under the existing language it
would not necessarily be the case .. It ma~ be
.
desirable, but 1 think under the literal interpret~tion,
it would not have to be so.
Anyone on the subcommittee
care to comment on that point?

PROFESSOR MEIER

I think that was left open.

WOLLMAN
I would hope it would not be left open
and it would be that individual 1 because it would seem
to me that's the appropriate character for the label
you are looking for.
NASON
Yes, except that the revision proposed
five Faculty members of the Executive Committee, which
is a pretty preponderant, it seems to me, representation
because it is specified further that they are supposed
to be drawn from the disciplinary areas most directly
concerned and one could then assume that of the five,
at least two or three would be social scientists and
we hope that all our social scientists are competent
and capable of serving.
WOLLMAN But I think in terms of the organizational
arra~ent you would be looking for that particular
a s s f ~ director to serve as the lead, but you would
then take him away from the Executive Committee, which
would be the agency through which he would execute.
At least I don't think the subcommittee was vastly
concerned about that point. I think I am representing
correctly, am I not?
HEADY

Dean Lawrence?

LAWRENCE
In view of the power that is proposed
for the Executive Committee, I wonder if, on page
four, in the first paragraph it was deliberately
intended to make directors of existing centers voting
ex officio members and in the next paragraph you
specifically indicate that outsiders would be non~
voting.
Do you mean to leave the voting membership
of the Executive committee that flexible, Marshall?
NASON

State the line, please .

MEIER
It's the last sentence in the first
paragraph on page four and says, "Dire~t~rs of
existing centers and programs may participate as ex
officio members of the Executive committee." It
~oes not specify that they are non-voti~g. Do you
intend them deliberately to vote or not.
NASON

This is an unfortunate backlash, I think,
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PR?FESSOR ~O~TRELL
Except that the University of
New Mexico specified some years ago -- and it's been
interpreted by and enforced by the Policy Committee
for at least six years that I know of;-that ex officio
members do not vote on committees at this University.
I don't know -- I have never understood the reasons
for this and what we do, instead, we make a blanket
non-voting and specifically a few exceptions to it.
I never understood the reasons, but our general rule
is that ex officio~ do not vote.
HEADY

Professor Stumpf.

I would like to make several
PROFESSOR STUMPF
comments with respect to the charter. The comments
will really be in the form of questions, mostly, I
think, because if I began amending it, I think that's
outside of the spirit that Professor Nason has submitted
and I just want to ask some questions to get some
things clarified .
Before I do that, though, I think George Springer
has correctly identified the difficulty between us
and why we don't drink as much together as we used to,
the reason being that his conception of the role
of the Faculty in ISRAD's operation is quite different
than my own.
I think he's clarified that beautifully
for us .
I think he feels that ISRAD should not be
under the control of the Faculty. I feel it should be
and my interpretation of the Regents' charge.f( to the
Faculty is such that r think the Faculty does have this
power and I would like to quote from the statement of
~olicy
the Regents adopted August 8th, 1970, i~ ~h~ch
1.t says on page five: "The authority and responsibility
of the Faculty>in cooperation with the administration)
~o set educational policies, to select Faculty p~rsonne l,
1.n general,~ in all matters relating to teaching and
research, is recognized . "
So that i t would seem to me under my interpretation
of that, that the Faculty clearly has an important
policy-making role in research.
Now I don't want to go through every aspect of this,
line by line, but I think there are some -- _a couple_
of much more important points that I would like to bring
out.
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I think it must be made clear that the directors
of existing centers do not vote, Marshall, on the
Executive Committee. Now, may we informally have
your assurance of that, or do we have to make a
formal amendment to this effect, or what?
NASON
I think the subcommittee can accept
your reconunendation for consideration, certainly.
HEADY
Professor Scaletti may want to comment
in connection with this.
SCALETTI I think Professor Regener wanted to
address himself to the document and specified whereever the words "ex officio" appears, that the word
"non-voting" appear, is that right?
REGENER
SCALETTI
document.

That was my intention.
And that was an oversight in this

MR. STUMPF
Okay. Then I won't hassel about it.
I think the most important point I wanted to make
about the document, the qualifications that are
specified for the directors in the original Draft
Four, the director -- it was specified that the
director, let's see if I can find it here -- pardon me
-- the ISRAD director shall be a social scientist of
senior stature and broad competence and interest. The
new wording is that the director of ISRAD shall be an
individual of proven administrative ability and br~ad
competence and range of interests and later says e~ther
the assistant director or director shall be a senior
social scientist and so on.
My question and r think to me this is the most
important point~- important difficulty i~ the wh~le
document, my question to Professor Nason is~ W~y.is
the directorship, the director, of such~ significant
research institute such as this not required to be a
senior social scientist of some stature within his
discipline?
answers
I suppose the re are a number of
.
NASON
.
If the director, as is now the
that could b e given.
ff' · t
case, is a half-time appointment, it might be su icien

that he be a competent administrative officer. It
was for this reason that we chose to attach the
professional qualifications rather to someone who
had presumptively -- would be a full-time associate
director.
STUMPF
Well, again, rather than involving this
whole group in a lot of parliamentary maneuvers and
so on with amendments and so forth, I want to make
the recommendation to you that -- and to your subcommittee that the director be a social scientist
of senior stature and broad competence and interest
and that any and all assistant directors also have
such qualifications. I think this is terribly
important.
(Other members were attempting to speak at
this time.)
I still
other point,
it -- aren't
clear on the
NASON

have the floor.
I believe there was one
Mr. Chairman, I wanted to raise. Isn't
the rules for academic freedom and tenure
point that a person holding -To which page are you addressing yourself?

STUMPF
I am sorry, Marshall, page seven: Aren't
the academic freedom and tenure rules clear on the
point that a person -- a Faculty member is protected,
procedurally, under those rules? And, if so, why does
it have to be stated in the ISRAD documents?
.
NASON
simply because there was a pretty comp~lling
impression on the part of its members, the membership
of the subcommittee, that it needed to be restat 7d for
the benefit of those who had not taken full cognizance
of it.
In fact we had Jim Thorson come in and address
himself to this 1 issue. He did not object to its
.
restatement.
Do you feel there is an~ ~i~advan~age in
restating it? By the same kind of criticism which
might be made and the referral to the staff personnel
on policies and procedures, you see?
STUMPF
necessary?
NASON

What is going on in ISRAD that makes this

Well, now, wait --
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Were they Faculty members or what?

NASON
The data we have accumulated is pretty
much privileged conununication.
I don't think the
persons that participated in the hearing would wish
to have this stated in a Faculty meeting, Harry, but
you -- the conunittee felt there was sufficient problem
so that a restatement would keep the issue uppermost
in the mind of ISRAD administrative staff.
STUMPF

Thank you.

TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. President, it seems obvious
to me from the questions that have been asked and the
different definitions that have been posed from the
suggestions from the floor that may or may not be incorporated in the document, refers us to the points
Mr. Springer made earlier: I do not wish to speak
on the merits or demerits of either the charter or
the report.
It does seem to me, however, that
between June and September we are not likely to have
direct results from this operation that would overweigh the possibility of this Faculty cogitating on
this and coming to a conclusion that it feels
comfortable about and it would seem to me that Mr.
Springer's suggestion should be thought seriously
considered seriously by the Faculty for this
environment.
The fact that he is in a little different
position might make it interpreted that he doesn't
care to have action taken for or against a group that's
closely associated with his office,. °l)ut I would
submit for any issue this important that, given the
fact that this Faculty has made its wishes known, that
it wants to look into this, given the fact that we.have
a committee whose integrity and conscientiousness is
·
t th'
nunittee
without question, given the fact tha
_is c~ .
has made progre;.s and is noi reporting its f7ndings
to the FacultyJwould seem to me to be muc~ wi:er f~r
the Faculty to "think on this and conside~,/~n interim
report and not get itself in a fixed position or even
for negotiating purposes until it has had a greater
con}ensus
on i t .
I think that it is . importit to ld
the
.
institution, and, therefore, Mr. Chairman,
wou
move to table this motion until September.
t'

HEADY
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EUBANK
Tabled definitely; tabled definitely
until September. There are all kinds of tabling.
HEADY

~

is debatable.

Professor Hoyt?

PROFESSOR HOYT
I would like to oppose this
motion to table because I think Marshall Nason indicated
further negotiations on this issue should continue
in the interim and he intended the thing to be a
negotiating document. Wi~h that in mind, I would
like to move an amendment to his motion, add
words "be approved by the Facul ty.t in princip._ "
having in mind that further negotiations with the
administration and possibly with the Regents will be
conducted.

tpe

HEADY Professor Hoyt, I think that motion is
not in order at this point.
HOYT
What I meant to say, Mr. President, is
that I believe it was stated to postpone because I
think these negotiations should be carried on and
if this motion to table is defeated, I then intended
to propose that.
HEADY
Thank you. You intended to propose at that
point. All right. Professor Fashing.
FASHING
I would just like to also speak against
the proposition that we ought to postpone definitely
or indefinitely; it seems to me it's exactly because
~his is such an important issue and exactly because ISRAD
is able to move very quickly on a number of programs
and exactly because the -- because dire consequences
have occurred in a very short time that we ought to deal
with this matter immediately. It seems to me that
what we are doing if we in fact, put this off until
September, is to ~perate 1 as we have operated in the past
and that is without any guideline and I ~cul~ rathe:
see these in the form of professional guidelines which
would fit me personally and I think a great number of
the social science faculty would feel a hell of a lot
more confident about what is going on there so I would
urge that we do not table.
HE

make a comment, and I am not sure
ADY
If I might
th motion
What this would mean as far as the effect on
e

before us . As I understand~th r conun nd t·on
Professor Nason is that you adopt th
transmittal to appropriate administr
you will approve the charter either in·
present form or maybe in principle if h.
is adopted for transmittal as a basis for
consideration . My understanding, hich
stated before to the Faculty and
repeat , is th at I do not regard
has the sole and final voice in them
talking about here, about what the o
of ISRAD will be or other decisions cone
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o
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HUBER
That depends on what you mean by administered.
We keep the records and we do the certifying and we are
the ones that rais~Ned when we found out that various
and sundry courses were offered with numbers that were
pretty sizeable and then resolved by and large. But
as far as the teaching is concerned, President Heady
answered your questions: The teaching instructors were
instructed in sociology and courses were under sociology
as far as I was concerned.
COTTRELL I wish I had a tape recording of several
hours of conversation that I had with an academic vicepresident. The academic vice-president of this
University, though, which with respect to some of these
questions that the Sociology Department was not even
aware of the issuance of a contract to the Faculty over
there, and that they should never have been issued a
contract and things of this type. Now, who's responsible?
I think it is obvious, based on some discussion that I
had, Professor Cohen and others, that the Sociology
Department was not being responsible for those staffs.
Someone else hired them, someone else issued contracts,
someone fired one of them, and this is what a part of
our problem is about.
Now who is responsible for that program, which
is a teaching program, which is funded and administered
by ISRAD? That kind of thing is not clear to anyone
right now, apparently.
HEADY

Mr. Travelstead.

TRAVELSTEAD
It's because of some of these points
that are not clear that I made my earlier motion, and
before I answer Mr. Cottrell, I would like to say again
the point of my motion is not to steer the Faculty toward
any position with respect to ISRAD. It sh~uld and.could
come out with whatever position it thinks is ~he right
one with respect to the Faculty of ISRAD an~ ~s m~rely
to ask due consideration before a fixed position is
taken.
I want to make that clear, if the Faculty feels
it's ready to take that fixed position with.all facts
and answers, then, of course, it should do it.
I would like to answer Mr. cottrell's question on
two points: One, ISRAD has not been authorized to offer
courses with a prefix of ISRAD or any other newly

concocted category. It's either under educational foundations, such and such a number, as it was approved by
the De~n :J!:_ t~~ College ~nd/or the Chairman of
Educat1onA o "e fbundat1ons. If it used a course in
sociology, it was only under the authority of the
Chairman of Sociology that such and such a number
would be used and no other procedure has been taken .
With respect to the contract that you are
referring
to, ~ I told you ) and I would say publicly
.
it was unfortunate and probably not the correct
procedure to do it, to issue the contract that was
issued. But I would submit that Mr. Woodhouse, the
chairman of that department, and Mr. Wollman, the
Q'Aa:hman- of A and S, did indeed recommend the issuing
of that contract .
That i s the appointment. They
didn't recommend this firing.
The firing was
recommended by a supervisor in ISRAD and that's why
I beg the question we can continue some of this kind
of program without a charter, without some protection
for people involved in that program, and I urge that
we defeat the motion. I am not answering that. I am
answering your further question .
HEADY

Further debate?

)

Professor Ikl(?

IKL{ Mr. Chairman, I would like to move against
the motion to table precisely because of this -- the
result of this kind of conversation. We are not, by
voting for this, taking a fixed position. We are
arguing, as Professor Nason has made clear, for a
document that can be nego tiated. The fact that it
currently -- and this I think is crystal clear -- a
number of abuses have occurred or a number of problems
does not really excuse or does not really put it ~o
the point that we should continue to have an ungoing
operation when these abuses are occurring. They will
presumably occur without some kind of remedial action
being taken.
HEADY
Any other debate on the motion to table?
Are you ready to vote?
(There was a general calling for the question.)
Those in favor of the motion to table until
HEADY
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.
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HEADY

That is not dealt with in the motion before

HUBER

Would it be --

us.

HEADY
I think Professor Nason' s motion sugges ted
various options on that, but those are not dealt with
in this motion.
NASON

May I speak to that, Bill?

HUBER
I was going to ask whether you think it would
be appropriate and would it be in order to amend by
saying we should retain the present subcommittee as
the Faculty representative until next fall.
NASON
That's one of the options, obviously.
The other option is to remand it to the general
jurisdiction of the Research Policy Committee.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
I would move we then add to the present
motion befor~Professor Huber's suggestion that the
implementatio~ and negotiations be carried out by the
subcommittee.
HEADY

Is there a second to that motion?

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the
further negotiation of the matter be carried on by the
ISRAD Subcommittee of the Research Policy Committee .
Debate on that amendment?
(There was a general calling for the question . )
HEADY
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed
"no". The motion is carried -- the amendment is carried .
Now is there further debate on the motion with
these two amendments? Professor Regener.
REGENER
I would like to have some clarifi~ation
on this point .
Is this then possibly the last time th a t
the general Faculty have anything to say about the
document?

HEADY

Do you want to comment on that?

NASON
Well, it=..~a~~es me by surprise, I
suppose,~ s i n c ~ t ~ its_priginal charge,
called for a report J it could~ consensus call for
another report at any time. That could be rendered
to the Research Policy Committee or any other.
HEADY
I think it follows from what I have said,
Professor ~gener, that I do not think that an
operationaL charter for ISRAD requires that it be
approved by this Faculty, nor do I think it is necessary
that an operational charter necessarily conform to
the exact wishes of the Faculty. So I think it is
of some importance as to whether assuming negotiations
result in a confensus between your committee and the
administration ~:~e Regents)there might be an
operational charter in effect by the beginning of the
next academic year. Yes, sir.
REGENER Your comments confirm precisely my reason
for asking the question and I would like to perhaps
suggest or perhaps make an amendment that the
administration put the final document before a general
Faculty meeting as a matter of courtesy for possible
discussion when the final document has been formulated.
HEADY I would -- I would be responsive to that
kind of a motion or to that kind of a request made on
behalf of the negotiating committee.
I would like to make this in the form
REGENER
of an amendment to the main motion.
HEADY
All right. That's the other amendment
that -- that an operational charter for ISRAD, before
going into effect, should be referred to the Faculty for
consideration as a matter of courtesy.
(There was a general calling of "no"·)
I wouldn't -- I would prefer not to have
HEADY
that particular language in.
REGENER
HEADY

Okay.
I want to get the wording as you would like to

have it, Professor Regener.

REGE ER
Well, I put
matter of courtesy .

ha
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HEADY
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DURRIE
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the final document be plac d befor
discussion .
HEADY
DURRIE
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OU
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REGENER
No, no , it's 0
believe, the general Faculty, by
general Faculty meeting in h'ch
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HEADY

Yes.
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HEADY
Well, I don't think it's illegitimate at
this point, and I guess -- I guess this is a matter of
interpretation, perhaps, by the Regents of what is the
intent of their language. I am relying more on the
language of the Faculty Constitution, which has as one
of its provisions, that the Faculty must approve
creation of academic departments, colleges, and other
uni ts.
STUMPF

Yes, I know that.

HEADY
And I do not consider that the Institute
for Social Research and Development falls within that
provision of Faculty responsibility concerning creation
of new colleges, schools, departments, and divisions.
STUMPF
Well, I disagree with you on that point,
too, Mr. President. I think that this is clearly a5
significant as a department, a division, or anything
else, and I hope it's academic. But this is a
difference in interpretation .
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
On the constitution, Mr. President, how
do you read number one, formulation of institutional
aims, i t e m ~ general Faculty welfare?
forget
some of those in between there. More specifically,
these are very broad and encompassing statements I think
indicate that the Faculty does have a voice in anything
that affects the Faculty at this institution.
STUMPF

A policy.

HEADY
Well, you see, I think that is very sweeping
language Professor Cottrell, and what it means, people
have dif~erent interpretations about, and I might call
your attention to the matter that did go to the Regents
for a decision about a year ago concerning whether.o: not
action by the Faculty with regard to a Faculty position
on matters of foreign policy fell within -COTTRELL That was external to the University and
the argument at that time was that we couldn't speak
on matters external to the University.
HEADY
The argument, I think the language you . are
relying on now was relied on very heavily at that time
as justifying the Faculty's power to act on that matter.
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COTTRELL
And I was present that day and debated
the point with the Regents and I was told that -- and I
am having to recall part of it, but I believe I was told
that those things which we might have some control over,
which directly affected this institution, were legitimate, but things such as American forei<Jl policy ~
not.
So I think in terms of the statement in answers that
they made to positions that I contended for last year
that they have strengthened the way I would interpret
number eight and number one for our purposes here today.
HEADY
Well, I have tried and I hope, frankly
and properly, to give you what my interpretation of
the situation is, and the Regents have the final thought
about this and I think it may be something important
enough that it ought to be taken by the administration
and the Faculty to the Regents. Professor Merkx.
ME.RKX
I would hope that just as a matter of
living together that neither the Faculty nor the
administration would treat something like ISRAD as their
exclusive province and that the administration would,
again as a matter of courtesy, bring back matters as
important as ISRAD to the Faculty for their consideration
and approval, even if you don't have the clearly
HEADY I have never wanted to indicate any
reluctance about doing that and I think I did say
earlier that I think this is a matter of joint
responsibility. I am very hopeful that the remaining
issues -- and there are some issues -- can be worked
out to the satisfaction both of the administration and
of the Faculty representatives in the negotiating of
that, that this motion would call for. Is there further
debate on the amendment?
Professor Christman.
CHRISTMAN
Mr. chairman, in the interest of time
limitations and the agenda today, I move the previous
question .
HEADY
Well, at this point that is -- you are
moving the previous question on the amendment of
Professor Regener. Is there a second?
A FACULTY MEMBER

May I have the amendment read?
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I can find it.
This is the matter of the grading
Grad ing System
system for graduate students, which was ~eferred
for Grad uate
to the Graduate Committee at the last Faculty meeting. Stude n ts
Professor Potter for the Graduate Committee.
On behalf of the Graduate
PROFESSOR POTTER
Committee, I would like to introduce the proposal,
which you have as the last item. It was referred
back to the Graduate Committee, Graduate Subcommittee
on grading, including its student representative.
This is a compromise, obviously. Your opinions
as Faculty vary as much as the students and perhaps
even more, all the way from not having any grading
system to one which is much more detailed. This
is a compromise principally in order to establish t he
grade of C in the Graduate School as a meaningful
grade where now it's frequently thought to be an F
by many people, and it is also a compromise to
eliminate the grade of F, making it perhaps compatib l e
with what may happen in the future and to substitute
NC and to use no point credits for NC grades. So
that it's comparable to the undergraduate NC and
because then the Fis removed and this kind of a
grade, therefore, does not enter into the point
system.
The recommendation of the Graduate Committee is
to maintain the proposition that there be some limitation
on the number of NC grades that can be attained. For
that reason -- part of that reason is that the stude nt
can wait until the last minute, besidmeven after
looking at the final exam not to take t h e final exam
in order to avoid gettini a c, which would enter into
the grade point system, and take a C rather than NC
and that's part of the reason for it. I move on behal f
of the Graduate committee that this Faculty approve
the motion.
PROFESSOR GREEN
information.
HEADY

Mr. President, point of

Professor Green.

GREEN
When this proposal left t h e Faculty l~s~
time it had been amended and had been amend~d.spec1f1 c a lly
by a vote of the Faculty to remove the provision of
probation and suspension upon giving two and three NC
grades.
I believe the proposal should come back to the

/2/71
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HEADY
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ave looked at the transcript
and as near as I can decipher ro
you are correct , that the F cul
amendment to the motion as sub·
Committee . There was not , ho
a opt the motion, as amend d .
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HEADY
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consideration .
GREEN
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Graduate Committee to consid r
the action of the Faculty .
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changing this wording , so I
i proper .

HEADY
All right .
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URRIE
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POTTER

The Gr du
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implication s and discussed t he parliamentary procedure
and the ambiguities and the records and I was -- afte r
th~ meeting, and rejected that amendment a~q wanted t o
bring the motion back in its present form. 1.tniis is
incorrect parliamentary procedure, then we could b ring
back a motion to defeat the amendment and t h en substitute t h e present o ne .
HEADY
Let me call - - I have two parliamentarians .
Who was going to speak?
COTTRELL

I was going to speak with t h e

HEADY
Let me ask Professor van Graber if s he
would comment on the parliamentary procedure.
VAN GRABER
When something is referred to a
committee for study o f i~catiorv, t h e commi ttee
h as to re f er the motion
it was referre d t o them back
to the floor .
Now the committee can make recommenda tions,
but Professor Green is correct; t h e committee must
report back to us t h e same motion which was referred
to them.
If they wish t o amend it, that's t heir i nitiative, and the Faculty do esn't h ave to amend t h at .
HEADY
I will rule, then, t h at our present
situation is that the matter is back before us and i t
is before us in the form of the motion t h at was
introduced last time with the amendments t h at were
adopted at that time . Now, as I understand t he report
of the Graduate Committee,is that it is reporting -i t is opposed to those amendments .
POTTE R
HEADY

That is correct .
Professor Merkx.

MERKX
r wish to, in that case, move to reint ro du ce
the language back into the motion . Withou t ~he -without a provision for probation or suspension upon .
accumulation of a certain number of deg ree o f n~ cred~ts
i t will be impossible __ it might very we l l b e i mposs ible
to get rid of a student who g ets one A a nd t h en p r o ceeds
through t h e rest of his career j ust to pick u~ NC 's .
This may seem far fetched, but a college.o f mine, . the
University of Buffalo, faced t hi s situation at wh ich
the rule was exactly as it i s now on the floor and there
were a considerable __ a si ze a b le number o f s tudents
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REGENER
Point of order.
This is a new motion.
COTTRELL

There is no amendment.

It's an amendment to the motion.

HEADY What I ruled was that the motion that we
had before us last time,~ at the time ·twas referred
to Committee, is back before us now
t stood
at the time :r:%;a4e referred, and as it came back
before us, without the language we are now talking
about. Professor Merkx is moving an amendment,
which would reinsert that language .
Now I don't know whether we are in questions of
reconsideration here or not, but I am assuming we are
not. So we do have an amendment to a whole motion.
REGENER

Mr. Chairman, may I please --

HEADY
Professor Regener, excuse me. You had
a point of order. Do you still have a point of order?
REGENER
HEADY

Yes; right.
All right.

REGENER
The amendment by Mr . Merkx would make
it impossible to vote on the previous motion, which
was that of the Graduate committee, because it says
opposite of what the Graduate Committee said . I do
not believe it's possible to remove a motion from
consideration at all .
It's possible to amend it.
This is the substitute motion, which is allowable as
an amendment only, and then one would have to vote on
the original motion. The concept of a substitute motion
does not exist in Roberts Rules of Orders; it exists in
terms of an amendment to a motion, which was on the
floor, and an amendment is not acceptable if it makes
impossible a vote on the original motion. Therefore,
Mr, Chairman r would like to point that out because
it happened ~any times in this Faculty that substitute
motions were brought on the floor, which emascula~ed
the previous motion and which, as far as I know, it
is not possible to not vote on a motion which has been
properly seconded.
HEADY
Well r think I have already made my
ruling, which I b~lieve is in accord with the advice of
the parliamentarian,so do you want to make a motion to
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overrule the Chair?
REGENER
MERKX

I would con i

I hate to do

t.

Point of order; poin

0

ord

I want the Faculty to proc
HEADY
business as it wants to, so -MERKX
Point of order:
is talking about is not the am n
was -- I don ' t see -- I am just
stand it, where we now -- now
the -- this probationary r uir
we reintroduce the probationa
' f we defeat my amendment, th n
on the whole motion.
HEADY
It does seem to
o en to the Faculty are pre ty
decide whether or not you do
n
you decide you want it, you vot
if you decide you don't wan i ,
his amendment and in that ca
o pass the motion in the s
as -- when we finished our 1
COTTRELL
Mr. Chairrn n,
insertion of that sentence, h
or original motion? I am o
ntence after the words 'tr
I am speaking against; heth
amendment or part of the ori
HEADY

You are speak ng

COTTRELL Okay, you 0
our of our Graduate School
"A suspension fro

a

"If, in the opin·on o
should show improb i i
degree program in hich
dep rtment shall no
Gr duate School n ri
rom further work on

n

2
Now I think really the Faculty and the department,
disciplines that are running the degree programs, can
best judge when a student should not be allowed to
continue in that program . I think we have every lever
we need to discontinue the full-time agitator that
Professor Merkx spoke of by action of the student
advisers and committee in the department . They can
so recommend. We furthermore require in our bulletin
that the student maintain a three point average.
Now -- or subject to probation or suspension, this
grading system that is being proposed here is meant
to make the Ca more realistic grade, if it is
passed in this motion, the A, B, C grading system
will come into being in our Graduate School instead
of A, B, and failing grade system which is basically
what we have had for some time and I think the three
point standard is more severe .
It's a sterner standard than what we have been
meeting in the past .
Now why we need an automatic rule so that someone
can sit around and count the NC's to decide whether
to put somebody on probation or suspend them escapes
me. The quality of work, his progress toward the
degree should be decided by the persons directing the
degree program and if he does not measure up to the
degree, he should so say and I oppose very much t he
idea of including that last phrase that NC, the
probation and suspension, I think that is the amend~
ment that I am speaking of .
HEADY

Dean Moellenberg .

DEAN MOELLENBERG
I think the Graduate Committe e
brought the proposal back in its original form becau e
they felt very strongly, and I think properly, that it
was a completely unworkable proposal without.that
language for the reasons that Gil Merkx men~ioned and
for other reasons.
More importantly, I t1:ink ~e are
taking a third position if we pass the policy without
those provisions in view of the fact that rather than
promoting the use of the C, which was the reason . for'
.
for the subcommittees
th is
entire exercise the reason
work of a whole year: rather than promoting the use o f
the C in making it realistic grading, we would ~e,
in effect wiping it out entirely, because, as it was .
pointed o~t before, the student who found he was get~i ~g
a C could, without penalty, without penalty of any k i n '

7
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simply do something which wou
C which doesn't even appear on
therefore, no student would get
deliberately punishing himsel . So
average has no validity whatsoev r und
circumstance. Further, I think it i
to remember that the language w
is not more severe than what
regard to qualifications for Gr
It simply provides aw yo
eliminating the F , but still min
to keep track of students ~ho
satisfactorily . I think th co c
erkx mentioned is a very re 1 on
any other procedure that we would
on the spot here would not b
or
clearly the intent of the Gradu
this amendment is not part of ti
is unworkable and that w s wh t
Committee was asked to look
HEADY

n.

Professor Regener.

The speaker, o
REGENER
in saying the C doesn't ap
The language, which says that
appear in the transcript, s all
MOELLENBERG
I am sure i
index , is what I meant .
REGENER
Right, and I
say -- and I said it at th
e are here voting not j st o
n
hich is fine and which is innocuou
but we are voting on wheth r or no
a student suspended from th
r
tried something and didn't
is too innocuous .
the catalog: One of
record; even two orders
r cord and here is no
character which removes a
I think it is improper
for a student, discourag
P rt of the student hich
o without removing im
oting on a new grading

0

0

procedure, on a method to remove students from the
campus.
HEADY

Professor Fashing.

FASHING
It seems to me since this issue has
been debated <2Ece in the past, since I think the
arguments M-f'i 1 •rt:, I don't find the arguments
for t h i s , ~ the reintroduction of this
procedure for probation and suspension very
compelling, and there is a kind of repetitiousness
I think going on in the arguments and in fact, I
would like to call for the question in the spirit
of getting the entire thing moving.
HEADY

You move the previous question?

FASHING

Yes, I do.

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
The previous question has been moved.
Those in favor please say "aye"; opposed "no" . The
motion is carried and we will now proceed to vote on
Professor Merkx's 1 amendment, which has the effect
of including the language concerning probation and
suspension for people who get NC grades. Those in
favor of the amendment please say "aye"; opposed
"no". The Chair is in doubt. I think wJ~better
have a count. Those in favor of the amendment please
stand; those opposed to the amendment.
4S"to "bl,
The amendment is carried 1A The amendment is .
carried and it's __ I heard a motion for the previous
question on the main motion as amended. Is there a
second?
COTTRELL
REGENER

Second.
Mr. Chairman.

HEADY
we will now vote on the previous question
on the main motion. You have a point of order?
REGENER
motion.
HEADY

No.

I have an amendment to the main

Well, it's not in order at this point.
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REGENER

There was no previous question called

for.
HUBER
REGENER

I moved it .
When was it voted on?

HEADY
We are ready to vote on it now. It's been
moved and seconded. All right, we will now vote on the
motion on the previous question and those in favor
please say II aye 11 ; opposed "no". I think the motion
is lost. The main motion I am referring to is the one
that I ruled was back before us a while ago, which
is the motion that was approved at the last Faculty
meeting with the amendment that has now been added
to it. That is now before us for further debate.
Professor Cottrell.
COTTRELL
Mr . Chairman, due to the fact that
this motion as now presented is amended to date does
very little toward the achieving of goals as
suggested by Dean Springer at the last meeting, I
don't think we should spend any more time on it.
I move we table i t indefinitely.
A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

A FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HEADY
Moved and seconded that this matter be
tabled indefinitely . That is not debatable. Those
in favor of the motion to table please say "aye" i
opposed II no 11 •
The Chair is in doubt ·
Those in favor of the motion to table please
stand; those opposed please stand. The motion to
table is lost .

I move for the question of the
PROFESSOR YAO
man in back of Professor Merkx.
HEADY
Is there a second. The previous question
has been moved and seconded. Those in favor of the
'
d "no".
previous question please say "aye' i oppose
The previous question has been passed.
the ma].·n motion, as amended.
We will now vote On
Those in favor please say "aye" --

PROFESSOR BAHM
HEADY

Poin

What is your

of

r.

O

oin

o

o

Bahm?
BAHM
The motion we re no
he same as the recommendation o
HEADY
Yes, it is essen
that is in the May 17th memo
time and that is repeated in
the May 28th amendment rom
Those in favor of the
o posed "no". We will h v
Those in favor o the
opposed to the motion. Th
vote is thirty-nin or
th· rty.
I am not sure w
VICE-PRESIDE TS I H
djourn. It's three-thir

'r.

n.
n

HEADY
I saw Prof sso
Lt ' see what he has.
REGENER
r. Pre id nt,
you referred to previo sly o
I found it defective in
Yr
new one now that has th s
DURRIE I think IC n
I don't want to interru
here there was a twenty-·
REGENER
I am mentio
things, too many to bring
ranscript . I bel"eve i
n v rtheless, I think thi
hat ever me without co
nd having before it orb
h previous meetin,
inutes which at l st
k n a the pre
on
proving thes
I

•ou ld like

o mov ,

l.

r
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that we establish some kind of mechanism by which the
Faculty at its next meeting gets to see minutes, if
only provisional ones, of the previous meeting and
that these minutes be submitted for approval to the
Faculty meeting before the agenda is being taken
up every time.
HEADY Would it be satisfactory, since we do
have to vacate for a final exam, to have that matter
referred to the Faculty Policy Committee for
recommendation at the next meeting? Is that
satisfactory? I know we have got -- we have got to
vacate.
REGENER

It wasn't seconded.

A FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY
seconded.

I second.

We have a motion.

It's been moved and

(There was a general calling for the question.)
Any discussion? Those in favor please
HEADY
say "aye 11 ; opposed "no 11 •
I think I will have to call
for a division because I don't know how that came
out. Those in favor of the motion please stand.
Those opposed please stand.
The motion is carried .
Is there a motion to adjourn?
SMITH

Move to adjourn .

Adjournment, 3:14 p.m .
Respectfully submitted,

a:~~,D~:
secretary
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts
l~ajor
English
Baron Randolph Abrums
French
Lotte Erne Ackermann
Biology
Luther 1dward Allen
Jr.
English
r~obert William Allen', Jr.
English
Karyn :oberta Arues
Spanish
Jacobo Gilberto Aragon
Psychology
Cly<le Alvin Archibeque
Political Science
Ivan Waldo Archibeque
Geography
John Anthony Archuleta
Anthropology
Tho~as Allan Astholz
Spanish
Peter Louis Atenc io
Psychology
Shirley &uth Atkinson
Psychology
Susan ,iarie Ault
Psychology
Carolyn ilay 5abb
History
Juan kay Baca
Anthropology
Tamar Groffrnan Ball
Spanish
aonald ~eith Banks
Latin
American Studies
Richard Robert Barros
Anthropology
Thomas David Beagle
Political Science
Edward Frank Benavidez
Political Science
:atricia Louise Boatwright
Geology
uavid Lyons Booker
English
Jane Booth
Economics- Philosophy
David i..1.arvin Bowles
Psychology
Kathy James Brasher
Philosophy
Joseph Clement Brawley
Anthropology
Gordon Jay Bronitsky
Geology
Judy Anne Brower
English
Pamela Susan Brown
Psychology
Janet Elizabeth Bryan
History
Christine Sue Buckeye
Sociology
,.ary Lynn Buckingham
History
Robert howard Burton
Economics
,tichael Dennis Bustamante
Philosophy
?aniel Austin Butler
Political Science
uonald R. Campbell II
Psycholo:;y
.,ichael Pollard Capeless
English
Olivia J. Carabajal
Psychology
Jacqueline HcConnell Carlson

-.:inor
Anthropology
Biology
Geography
Biology
Anthropology
Portuguese
Enelish
Economics
Anthropology
Art
Portuguese
Anthropology
Sociology
English
English
English
English
None
Geology
Eistory
History
Distributed
Art
:lone
Home Economics
Political Science
English
Russian Studies
Spanish
Sociology
Political Science
Anthropology
Spanisl.American Studies
History
Anthropology
Sociology
Spanish
Sociology
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COLLtGE OF ARTS .&'Ju SCIENCES

Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
Sherrill G. Carlton
1houas Aus tin Caughlan
Linda Catherine Chantry
Cenevieve Kay Chato
Le~.raie Beth Christensen
Barbara Ann Brown
Ernest Louis Chavez
Joan !1cHale Chavez
Lawrence Andrew Chavez
1i.obert Andrew Chinisci
Ruth Conwell
.~rie Jeanette C~rdova
Jeffrey Gailon Cornell
Javier Lozano Correa
Dennis Christian Cox
Sandra Jo Craig
Richard Jacques Crollett
iobert Leonard Czaja
Robert Lee Daby
:.ilton Wayne Davis
Janis DeGeer
Elizabeth H. Delaney
Lugene Jerome Delgado
Rommie Regina Delgado
Patrick Timothy Dennis
\/alter Dingman
Sharon Ann Dixon
Jo Carlota Dominguez
dargaret V. Dowling
1Jilliat1 Joseph Drasky
Edmund Louis DuBois, Jr.
,.ichael Vincent Dunn
Jocelyn Ann Durkin
Carol Lynn Elliott
Stephen Lee Ellison
Steven Dale Elmore
Erick Gustav Erber
Upton Sinclair Ethelbah, Jr.
Jon Mf. Facey
Glenn Francis Feldman
~erzora rlontoya Fenn
·~ry Susan Ferguson
1Ji11 iam
·
Stephen Ferguson
Robert James Fisher
Ray Allen Floersheim

!!ajar
History
Political Science
Anthropology
Political Science
l::nglish
Political Science
Psychology
Biology
Biology
Psychology
Psychology
French
Psychology
Political Science
Psychology
French
history
Biology
Sociology
Biology
Psycl,ology
Econon:ics
Economics
English
Geography
Sociology
Speech
Psychology
Psychology
Anthropology
Geography
Political Science and
History
Psychology
Psychology
History
English
Psychology
Sociology
Anthropology
Latin .American Studies
Spanish
English
English
History
Political Science

· ~inor
Anthropology
Naval Science
Latin
Econocics
r,ussian Studies
History
Economics
French
Spanish
Sociology
Spanish
Spanish
History
English
History
Biology
Political Science
History
Anthropology
Cher.1istry
Art
:la thematics
American Studies
Sociology
English
Economics
English
Anthropology
Anthropology
Sociology
French
ifone
Philosophy
English
ifaval Science
Psychology
Enelish
Psychology
Art
None
Psychology
Anthropology
Psychology
Philosophy
English
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIEHCES
Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
Leo Lawrence Flynn, Jr.
Colleen Teresa Ford
Donna Lou Fossum
Abigail French
David Frank Galbiso
Joseph Charles Gallagher
Gary Arthur Garcia
Lawrence Dennis Garcia
~,aul Alejandro Garcia
i.laria i<.amona Geer
Frederick Bruce Gervais
Ernest Huntington Gilbert
Allen James Girdner
William Edward Givens
Sharon Lee Glinski
Janeth Ann Godding
frank DeVore Gorham
Zana Dell Grant
Stephen Tolbert Graves
William Connell Gray
.iiriam Jennifer Greenwood
Lauro G. Guaderrama, Jr.
Katherine Armijo Gurule
George Zygmunt Guzowski
ifancy Sue Hanks
Thomas Allen Hanna
:.ary Vegh Hayes
James eonard Healy
John Hebert I I I
David liark Heisler
Gerald Charles Henckel III
Robert William Henning
Jeffrey Lawrence Hickoan
Rebecca Hohnstein Hogan
Joanne Gay Holladay
,_-ary i'.·liddletc,n Honeycutt
L\ , r1ichael Hooe
Cathleen t~arie Hudnall
Beverly Lynn Hughes
Grover William Hughes, Jr.
Jesse Pruett Jacobs III
George Richard Jaramillo
Lynn Russell Johnston
Nancy Kathleen Johnston
~rvey i.~esa Juarez, Jr.

7

tgo llelert Juarez

_'ajar
Anthropology
English
Anthropology and Sociology
Anthropology
Political Science
English
Political Science
History
History
Journalism
Political Science
Political Science and
History
Political Science
Anthropology
History
French
Political Science
History
Anthropology
Anthropology
History
English
Psychology
Anthropology
Spanish
English and Psychology
Psychology and Sociology
English
Biology
Anthropology
Economics
Psychology
Psychology
English and Philosophy
English
·•
Psychology
History
Spanish
Anthropology
Psychology and English
Chemistry
Anthropology
Psychology
Anthropology
French
Secielet,J

:_inor
Spanish
Psychology
none
Art
History
American Studies
Spanish
Spanish
Russian
English
History
lfone
History
History
English
Art
En~lish
English
Eiology
Biology
English
Spanish
Philosophy
French
French
None
ifone
Philosophy
History
History
Art

English
Sociology
None
French
French
Political Science
Portuguese
Biology
None
Biology
Psychology
Spanish
English
English
Spanish
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
David Andrew Kailer
Thomas Whitney Kavanagh
Nathan Edmond Kelley
Scott Benson Key
Linda Diane Kinsey
~avid :Iichael Kirsner
I Robin Saxon Knight
j Susan &l1da in Knight
1 James David Koglin
1ack John Komis
Carolyn Redfearn Korwan
Anna Catherine Krebbs
Ells Onetta La Irier
' Harianne Levitsky Langton
Jiilll!lie Roper Largo
Gary Truman Larsh
ilancy iicElver Lefler
j -~lizabeth Hutchison Lenahan
1 James Haworth Lilienthal
' Joseph David Little
Jeanelle Susan Livingston
( Valerie Piehl Locke

I

John Jacob Lopez
Richard Taylor Lowe
, Antonio Bernardo Lucero
: Williata D. 1'1acCurdy
1 I :Uavid i.Iichael l.i.acias
Elizabeth Sue l-lajor
I Clayton Fay Earler

I!
;

1
'

William D~vid Marti~
Ray ilartinez
I,IAnthony
Grace llarie llartinez

! I John

Edward Natkin
Constance S. Haxey
Wilson Currier 1~cBreen
Deirdre Ann l1cCarth;.. y
Claudia C. llcConnell
Jennifer 11arion l'lcCoy
l1argaret Ann McCoy
Christopher Louis HcCracken
Patricia I. ~cCraw
Timothy Paul McDonald

~omer Daniel Lewis
- .John Anthony Klecan

1

:,aj or
Political Science and
Psychology
Anthropology
Biology
PoliticalScience
Sociology
Spanish and Portuguese
Economics
Political Science
Political Science
Political Science
English
Psychology
English
History
Journalism
Political Science
Anthropology and English
Art
Anthropology
English
Speech
Journalism
History
English and Psychology
Spanish
History
Chemistry
Journaliso
Anthropology
Anthropology
Chemistry
History
Anthropology
Latin American Studies
Political Science
History
Gem.an
Psychology
Spanish
Latin American Studies
Journalism and
Political Science
History
Anthropology
History

, inor
?one
English
Geology
History
Anthropology
:~one
Political Sci nee
History
Economics
Economics
Art and Anthropolo y
Anthropology
Sociology
Enqlish
English
Economics
;Jone
Anthropology
History
History
Psychology
English
Sociology
?one
Political Scienc
Spanish
i1athematics
Political Science
Sociolo y
Biology
Biolo gy
Spanish
History
i one
history
English
Art
Philosophy
English
~ one
None
English
English
English
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COLLEGE OF AR'.i:S AND SCIE!1CES
Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
. r·

Karan Jean i.icKibben
:!ichael ~{ay l~eans
Karen L. ::Jehigan
George Eelnyk

.laj or
English
Journalism
English
Russian Studies

..1.nor
History

Eural ~1itchell
Linda Ann ~ii tchell
i:ichael Gail i'.iof fett
Chanley l~il ton Hohney
Gloria Jean :·1ontano
~alph h. : ~ontez
haymon<l Robert ~:ontez
Eileen Donovan i:-.iontgomery
Barbara Anne Horgan
Cynthia Kay tlorgan
Olivia C. ii.oya
Charles Lawrence Nieman
Arthur Samuel Nieto
Anastasia Stacy Niforos
Uichael Joseph O'Donnell

English
Anthropology
English
Anthropology
Psychology
Economics
Spanish
Anthropology
Political Science
Anthropology
Spanish
A!'}thropology
Philosophy
History
Psychology

111.story
History
Biology
History
Spanish
Spanish
Speech
History
History
English
Anthropology
Art
Econon:ics
English
Sociology

6ail Soch±ko Ogawa

Spanisl1

Theodore Ortiz
Tony David Ortiz
Gary 11. Lopez Padilla

History
Latin American Studies
Political Science and
English
Psychology
Political Science
Biology
Political Science
English
Spanish
English
Economics
History
English
English
Geoloey
History and
Political Science
Sociology
Political Science
Political Science
Political Science
Political Science

Stephanie Lackmann Padilla
Jaines Stephen Parker
Sharon Lynn Parr
Alexander Nicholas Pattakos
~eorge Gabriel Paz
Delfina Pena
Larry Anthony Perez
John h~ Phillips ·
Kathleen Uitchell Phillipson
Sandra Lommasan.Pickens
dancy Ann Pierce
James Harold Placek
Joseph John Pollits
Jennifer E. Porter
Charles Butler Prior
:!ark
S-. Piriystas
s
.,
ammy Joseph Quintana
Brian R. Rachiele

llathematics
Journalism
tone

PeFG\:lg\:188£:

Political Scien
Hone
None
Iistory
History
English
Sociology
Philosophy
En::;lish
History
French
Political Scienc ·
history
Art
Geography
Hone
I:conooics
Biology
Biology
Spanish
History
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COLLEGE OF ARTS k.~D SCIENCES
Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
David i:lcWalters Rave
Diane Nelson Rawls
Karl Edward Ray
Linda Lou Rector
J. Wilson Richards
John Bruno Ringleb, Jr.
Silda Isabel Rivas Quijano
Linda Jane Fisher Roberts
Jerry Austin Robinson
Si1annon N. Robinson
Ruby Eunice ~odriguez
Viv
r~odriguez-i ..ena
Eugene R. Romero
Francisco Jost Romero
Juan hartin r.omero
Tobias W. Rosenblatt
.::harles Edward Roybal
Scott Christian Russell
Betty Lorraine Salazar
Dorothy · Vega
Sandoval
George Laurie ~andoval
Lynn Davis Sandoval
Thomas Donald Sattizahn
Duane Roberts Sawyer
James Bdward Schloss
Thomas Joseph Schnell
Juan Francisco Schoemaker
Kathryn Gail Schuttner
Abigail Louise Scott
Karen Leslie Sellers
Eric Peter Serna
David Clayton Shehorn
Richard Joseph Sheppy
Charles Wayne Shiplet
Jack Clifton Shiver
Deborah Clark Slade
Ellen Louise Smith
l~rcia Lucille Smith
Terry- 1 ee Smith
Frank Walters Snell
Suzanne Jollensten Solon
Eleanor Anne Speer
John i.~arvin Steen, Jr.
Susan Glodt Stern

1laj or

r inor

Russian Studies
Frend.
Geology
Psychology
Russian Studies
Sociology
French
English
Geology
Philosophy
Spanish
Spanish and French
Political Science
Chemistry
Economics
Political Science
Political Science
Anthropology and History
Political Science
Spanish
Psychology
Spanish
English
History
History
Journalism
Sociology
History
English
English
Political Science and
Journalism
Anthropology
Geology
Biology and Chemistry (BA)
Spanish
History
Anthropology
English
German
Latin American Studies
Political Science
English
Anthropology
Journalism

~:one
r.ussian Studies
Latin
Englis:1
Hone
American Studies
Comparative Literatur
History
Art
Journalise
Portuguese
Hone
English
Biology
Spanish
German
Psychology
Ione
Spanish
Portuguese
English
Sociology
Eatheoatics
·,1aval Science
Econon:ics
Political Science
Anthropology
Psychology
Spanish
French
None
Art
English
None
Economics and _,1gli sh
English
History
Philosophy
French
Naval Science
English
Psychology
Sociology
Biology
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SCIENCES

Bachelor of Arts (Continued)
Karen Anita Stratvert
Catherine 1~. Strobl
i.~erry Jay Sullivan
Earcia Jean SuillI:l.ers
Bobby Clinton Sutton 1 Jr.
Cortlandt Livingston Sutton
Thomas Arnold Tabet
Paula Tackett
Anne DeVolder Tarleton
Jerlene Anne Teresi
Julianne E. Terrill
Dava Dean Thomas
Elizabeth Gabor Thomas
Dorothy Jane Thompson
Michael Dean Thornbrough
James H. Tilford
John Lewis Tischhauser. III
Joe Hilario Torres
Thomas Don Trimble
Anne Kevin Trinosky
I:thel Wise Tucker
Cecile Gloria Turrietta
Steven Harry Urist
Elizabeth Ann Vencill
Frances Helen Vergara
l~arsha Gaunt Ver Ploegh
Daniel Vigil
Juan R. Vigil
James Robert Voet
Brenda Kay \lade
Carol Lynn Reinecker Watkins
Wanda Kaye Wellman
Bernard Werner
Charles DiIDDer Wheatley
Eileen Nadine White
Judith i-larie mlite
Robert N. Whitley, Jr.
Gregory Nor al tvhi t tinghill
Devonne Zrashar Wilkinson
.1ary Linda Wille
Patricia E. Williamson
James Ralph Wilson
John Kent Winchester
Linda Horton Hitt
Charles Presnall Wood
D. Hichael Woodward

ilajor
Psychology
Sociology
Political Science
Psychology
Philosophy
English
Political Science
History
History
Psychology
English
Spanish
Spanish
Spanish
Psychology
Economics and Philosophy
Chemistry
Spanish
Anthropology
Psychology
Anthropology
Latin Anerican Studies
Geography
Biology
Anthropology
English
Sociology
Spanish
Econo1aics
English
Journalism
Biology
Anthropology
Psychology
Eni;lish
SocioloJY
Sociolo3y
Political Science
English and Spanish
Geography
Anthropology
Chemistry
History
Spanish
English ahd Journalism
Anthropology

i.~inor
Sociology
Art
~faval Science
Political Science
English
Philosophy
Economics
German
Anthropology
Art
Latin
~:a thematics
Sociology
English
Sociology
None
Biology
Latin American Studi
History
English
Sociology
None
Spanish
English
Psychology
Art
Spanish
Political Science
History
Journalism
History
Latin
l!ather::atics
Naval Science
Journalism
Spanish
Psychology
Economics
None
Anthropology
English
i'.usic
Political Scitnce
Portuguese
none
History
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COLLEGE OF ARTS A.1D SCIENCES
uachelor of Arts (Continued)
Francine Therese Wrabel
John Russell Wright
Cathy Marleen Yandell
Phillip John Zimmerman
Carol Jean Kivera Zonski

i..ajor
Sociolocy
Chemistry
French
Geography
Journalism

i:inor
English
Biology
.iusic
Geology
English

Bachelor of Science
L·.aj or

~~inor
Chemistry

Lawrence Arrighetti

Biology

Celina Adelaide Baca
Frank Andrew Baczek II
Jacquelyn Anne Ball
Sheila iiarion Eogost
Charles Kenneth Bowyer
Kathryn Ann Breen
Thomas Uichael Brown
:i.ita Kathleen Bryson
Bradley Glenn Bumgarner
Edward Nichael nurran
Patrick Lewis Butler
Ricardo H. Carossino
Gor<lon Smith Casperson
Beltran Chavez ~ Jr.
Charles Oliver Darnall
Richard Edmund Davies
John i:>eFlice
David Roberts Dreesen
Robert Lawrence Ducharme
Stephen Patrick Dunphy
Joyce Ann Eyster
Charles Elijah Galt
.lark Carrol Gardner
Hichael Joseph Gaspar
Davis Ray Gauntt
Edward J. Gere~y, Jr.

:~a thematics
Chemistry
i!athematics
i. ~athematics
Biology
Biology
Ea thematics
Biology
Psychology
Geology
Chemistry
Biology
;iathematics and
Psychology
Biology
Physics
Ha thematics
Biology
Biology
1.:athematics
Biology
:Siology
Biology and Checistry (BA)
Biology
Biology
Biology and Chemistry (BA)
lfathematics

Stephen Norman Harnish
Patrick ~amien Harrigan
h..ay Lynne Hatch
Thomas Frederick Hay
Stephen Henry Haynes
Samuel Dan Houston

Psychology and Chemistry (BA)Uone
Latin
Ha thematics
Russian
Biology
Chemistry
Psychology
Chemistry
Psychology
Geology and
Physics
·:a thematics

Philosophy
Mathematics
Physics
German
Anthropology
Chemistry
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Distributed
11a thematics
Spanish
None
CheI!listry
1·athematics
Electrical Engineering
Cheraistry
Lathell"atics
Physics
Chemistry
Chet!listry
·,
None·
Chemistry
Anthropology
None
Physics

Prospective Canai da tes f or ~egrees, 1971 Spring
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCI EHCES
bachelor of Science (Continued)
~.aj or
Dwi ght Dee Howard
Biology
Biology and Chemistry
Susan Elizabeth Hulsbos
Betty llae J eung
l!athematics
Paul Boris Kazimiroff
Biology
Neal Warren Kl oepfer
~-~atheo.atics
Peter John Kamen III
:~athematics
Charles Her man Lehman
Chemistry
Chemistry
Tana Pete Lucero
. ,ichael Keith 11adry
Biology
Florian l.ialdonado
Geol ogy
Kat hleen O' Connor IIatey
Psychology
:rathet:atics
Richard Anthony Ea t uszeski
Robert :~cCormick
Biology
William Danforth McLean
:iathema tics
P.andall Hayne llercer
Economics & Mathematics
Physics and ::athematics
Stephen John Herrill
John Nelson Nilligan
llathematics
Willian Howard Hollenkopf
Biology
Robert Paul liorrow
Biology
Nicholas S. Nogar
Chemistry
Vicki Lee Novaco
Biology
Robert Bradley Oshida
Biology
Jennie Ann Ozog
Biology and Chemistry (BA)
Catherine 1IacLean Peixot to
Psychology
Geology
Gary Lynn Purdue
Fred Griffith Ream
Astrophysics
Jeffery Lichael :'<.obb
Biology
Walter Edward Rudolph
Geology
Janice Catherine Rutherford
l!athematics
Richard Joseph Sanchez
l·iathematics
Har co Polo Todesco Sanguinet ti ~la thematics
John Paul Schneider
Biology andChemistry (BA)
William H. Schrandt
llathematics
Gregory Ili chael Schum
Biology
Paul Bruce Slack
Geology
Charles Brian Spriggs
Biology
John William Starner
Physics
Gary Lee Stetler
Biology
Thomas Austin Stewart
Biology
8 7ephen Vincent Teague
Biology
~hllard Roy Thomas
Physics
Wayne i-Ierle Trott
Chemistry
:!art in Trujillo
Biology
Ronald Francis Vandell
Biology and Chemistry (BA)
William Arthur Walker
Biology and Chemistry (BA)
Douglas Neely Weldon
!Iathematics
Glenn Lloy Wilson
Biology
Gary John Wolfe
Biology and Chemistry (BA)

i.:i nor
Chemistry
'G erman
His tory
Chee.is try
Geology
Geology
Biology
:ta thematics
Chemistry
Dis t ributed
Biology
Economics
Chemistry
Spanish
None

None
Chemistry
Chemistr y
Chemistr y
:iat hen.atics
Cheoistry
Chemistry
• one
Biology
Distributed
i,at hematics
Chemistry
Distr ibut ed
Chemistry
Physics
As t r ophys ics
None
Geology
Lat in
Distribut ed
Chemistry
}1a t hemati cs
Chemis try
Chemis t r y_
Chemistry
· i.athema t ics
i.1athec atics
Chemi s try
? one
:one
i.:usic
Chemistry
tone

Bp~epective CandiJ ates for Degrees, ±971 Spring
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science in Civil Eqgineering
Christopher Anderson
µarol1 Rob~rt ~osch
Nichael Connors Cortney
Kurt Reinhold Greenler
Calvin Leon Jeter , Jr.
Norbert Harian Kowalczyk
L

~wayne Ed Lillard
Ernest Theodore Osborne , Jr.
Stephen Lloyd Pool
Billy David Stearnes
Richard Henry Whittier

Bachelor of Science in Che~ical Engineering
~aniel Frederick Dever
.:ob~rt Thomas Duffy
Frederick F. Ellis
William Daniel Gandy
Hugh Gary Hanson
Rudolph Albert Krall
Ibrahim Abdullah :Hohammed Naur Kurdi
Chris Alan Lindauer

Rodney Wayne Loewen
Robert Dean 1:cCharen
Charles rrurray Parham
Donald Gordon Raver
Richard Kenneth Stewart
Agapito Perea Torres
William Douglas Whiteti.an
Charles Frederic Uood
Stanley Joseph Zygmunt, Jr .

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
David LawrenceBaldridge
oberto Bastidas-Buch
Coy Lynn Blair
Ronald Lawrence Carder
Robert Howard Christian
Edward Anthony Canty
Roger Darrell Cook
JiLlllly David Coursey
~lenn Russell Deacon
,·iichael Lon :::>riscoll
~enneth Paul Easterday, Jr.
rialcolm Ainslee Edwards Jr.
Henry Gilmar Fishel
,
Charles Burton Fite
William Preston Goodwill
iJilliam Edward Gronroos
Joseph Robert Headrick
Charles Edward Hughes
James David Johnson
Phil!
D
P Gregory Johnson
ennis Leland Kane
Robert Bruce Kelso

Steven George Keppers
Tad Arthur Kubic
~obert John Lager
Robert Seldon tawrence
Jerry Lloyd Lewis
Jose Albert Iiaestas
William Bradley Hartin
David Anthony I:artinez
David Luther HcConkey
James Clayton I~organ, Jr.
Frederick Calvin Neely
Young Hwan Oh
Charles William Pearson II
Daniel Elton Ronan
Charles R. Seehafer
Richard Joseph Sons
John Gardner Stanke
James Franklin Struble
Bohdan Stryk
Frederick Joseph Telck
James Francis White , Jr.

Pag
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Pros pective Cand i date s for Degrees, 1971 SyrLn~
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERI NG
Bnc.1elor of Science in hec,rnnical En&in er .Ln 0
Rub en Vict or Ara go n
Robei"t Ne lson 1-1.s ,1more
Mic,wel John Boll i n 5
Cl arenc e Cnest er Chave z
Eu 6 ene Wayne Fi s ~1er
iviichae l Paul Fvris III
Fatrick Jay Goudman
J ame s William Gr ossman
Edward Euge ne Holcomb III
William Henry Kingston
Jo.m Delmont Le ffler
Dennis Dale Lynn
T,1omas ha es tas

Harold Daniel r1y rs II
Joun Robe rt ewill
J ames Walker Fayne
Ross Ber nard t'erkal
Quoc Dung Quang
Lawr ence Dee R tlif
Gene LeRoy Raymond
Davi d Lee R,::id
Regner Charl es Rid r
J ames Alvin Smi t,1
Jay Dougl as Stank
Kenneta Gordon ~il on
'li chi t aka Yokoo

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Art s in Educati on
1"1art.1a Anne Alarid
Gl enn Franc i s Allison
hary Lou Ar guelles
Diana Lee Mart{nez Atler
Lorr ayne Ann Austin
~dchael Phillip Baldwin
Daniel Carter Banks
Sally Babcock Barnhart
Julie Haas Basye
Alma Kay Beason
Lisa Ann Best
Orlando Morton Bettis III
Raymond Jake Bierner
Robert LeBaron Bingham
Natalie White Brooks
Jacquelyn Castleman Bush
Christine Elizabeth Chavez
Richard James Chavez
Darold Dell Cnristiansen
Kat hryn Ann Collinson
Daniel Conti
Berry Dean Cox

Major
Speech
Social Studies Comp
Spanish
Spanis h
History
History
Comm. Arts Comp
English
Englis n
History
English
Social Studies Comp
and History
History
History
cowm Arts Comp & Engl
Political Sci ence
Englisn
Geography and Social
Studies Comp
Social Studies Comp
History
Social Studies Comp
Speech

-Ehinor
ngli ,1
c Ed

nidd l Scnool
Englis,1
Englisi1
Englis
Sp ech
English
Ps yoholooY
t.rt Hi t or y
Sociology
Histor y
None
Special Educ
Art
None
Hi sto r y
TESOL
None
None
Socio l ogy
Hist & Econ
Sp cial Educ

c Ed
c Ed
c Ed
c Ed
c Ed
C Ed
C Ed
c Ed

c Ed
c Ed

s
s
s
s
s
s

c Ed

c Ed
C

Ed

C

Ed
Ed

C

c Ed
C

Ed

c Ed
C

Ed

c Ed

3
Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts in Education (Continued)
Diane Louise Dawson
Leonard Joseph DeLayo, Jr~
Gail Frances Farmer
Leba Maureen Freed
Patrocinio Orlando Garcfa
Catherine Ann Gasparich
Stacy William Gooch, Jr.
Theresa Ann Murray Green~p
Josephine Lucy Hernandez
Rose Ann Hernandez
Robert Stephen Herrera
Diana Lynn Hostutler
Susan Sloan Hrenak
Ann Boyd Hueter
Diane Mauree Ison
Janice Jeanette
James Carey Johnson
Frank Ernest Jones
Consuelo Elizabeth Juarros
Mary Ann Kane
Mary Frances Kelley
Virginia Snedeker LeRoy
John B. Leyba
David Gerald Liberrore
Philip A. MacKaron
Kennetn Lee Mager
Mary Jinn Frances Martinez
Gemma Marie Menicucci
Ruth Hilbig MiD.er
Barbara Berger Mirimanian
Vir~inia Ann Mitchell
David Oliver Neece
Anne Hollis O'Bier
Marjorie Catherine Burt Ou
Tommy Jay Owens
Bruce Raymond Penland
Karen Mary Plouff
;oseph F. Presente
andra Thompson Ragsdale
Josephine Irene Ramsden
Beverly H. Reames

Major
Comm Arts Comp & Engl
Social Studies Comp
History
English
EngliSL1
Speech
Social Studies Comp5c Hist
Comm. Arts Composite
Spanish
History
Comm. Arts Composite
Political Science
History
English
English
Art Education
History
Social Studies Comp
& History
Comm Arts Composite
Spanish
History
English
Political Science and
Speech
Political Science
English
History
Spanish
Comm. Arts Composite
Speech
Art Education
History
Social Studies Comp
Comm Arts Composite & Engl
English
Comm Arts Composite
Social Studies Comp
Social Studies Comp
History
English
comm Arts Composite
English

r1inor
None
None
Music Education
Art
History
English
None
None
TESOL
Spanisn
Speech & Engl
Journalism
Anthropology
Anthropology
Business Educ
& Home Econ
None

Currie
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sc Ed
ec Ed
Sec Ed
Sc Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sc Ed
Sc Ed
Sc Ed
Sc Ed
Sec Ed
Sc Ed
Art Ed

Sociology
None

Sec Ed
s C Ed

sociology
French
Psychology
Biology
None

Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec
Sec

Ed
Ed

Ed
Ed
Ed

History
Sec Ed
Philosophy
Sec Ed
Political Science Sec Ed
History
Sec Ed
Biology
Sec Ed
Psychology
Sec Ed
None
Art Ed
Home Econ
Sec Ed
Anthropology
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
Art
Sec Ed
Speech
Sec Ed
Geography
Sec Ed
Geography
Sec Ed
Athletic Coach
Sec Ed
Psychology
Sec Ed
None
Sec Ed
Journalism
Sec Ed

Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts in Education (Continued)
Genaro Marcelino Roybal
Eunice Adele Savage
Frances Janette Shor
Diana Alice Simmons
Joyce Rosalyn Simmons
Rosemary Pittman Spencer
Linda Jennette Manzari Stetler
Craig Allen Stiniker
Rita Yvonne Stone
James Curtis Thompson
Mary Cunningham Underwood
Harriet Kathryn U 'Ren
Ann-Marie ~teinmetz Valdez
Mary Valles
Robert Walter Verardo
Andrea Browne Webster
Gerald Edwin Weeks
Betsy Luel Williams
Martha Klein Williams
Raymond D. Windsor
Lois Ann Winfrey
nonna Bullock Wise
ldvin Michael Zurawski

Major
History
Comm Arts Comp
Comm Arts Comp
Art Education
History
Speech
Political Science
Comm Arts Comp
German
Social Studies Comp
Social Studies Comp
English
English
History
English
English
Social Studies Comp
English
English
History
English
Social Studies Comp
History

Minor
Political Sci
None
None
Geography
English
Special Educ
History
Psychology
Psychology
None
Sociology
History
Sociology
Sociology
Economics
Psychology
one
Biology
Journalism
Anthropology
History
None
Philosophy

Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Art Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed

Erly Chldhd Ed
Library Science
Art Education
History
History
Economics
Geography
PE
Social Stu Comp
Psycholggy
Humanities
Library Science
English
English
Psychology
English
English
Home Econ

El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
S~c .Ed
El Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed
Bl Ed
El Ed
Sec Ed

Bachelor of Science in Education
Ellen Epstein Abel
Betty Nell Baker Anderson
Karen Aragon
Neal Axelrod
Amy Anderson Baldridge
Judith Gibson Baldwin
Sandra Smith Ballejos
Theresa Salas Barela
Mary Jo Baughman
Jean Braden Berch
Sharon Berlin
Meredith Lynn Bowers
Lester Paul Burton
Nicoletta Gilda Caforio
John Russell Callan
Nancy Bell Card
Linda Darlene Chavez
Helen Louise Chenoweth

Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Biology
Elementary Education
Biology
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education

Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science i n Education (Continued)
Diane Rae Cl amp
Julia Margaret Clark
Sandra G. Cole
Judith Ann Cooksey
Joylinda Norwood Cowan
Sharon Marquar dt Cutrell
Karen Ann Fai t h Dah l
Karen Jean Davenport
Patricia Lee D~web er
Diane Marie Dietrich
Robert Joseph Dufault
Jean Virgini a Edenburn
Aaron Alvaro Eichwald
Christine Margar e t Ellis
F. Lucille Lennex Fal l i ng
Marie Frances Garcia
Carolina Gloria Gonzales
Dorothy Lynn Gra u
Diane Roberts Gruner
Pamela Jayne Hagler
Michael Hanny, Jr.
Tabby Sincl air Hansen
Linda Sue Harper
J. Dianne Harris
Rozella P. McCabe Hayes
Wilma Jean Hayes
Colleen Mary Ho gan
Mariann Hotchkiss
1!_arie Kathleen Jiron
,Jean Ann Jourdan
IKay Elaine Karr
:Munira Nasir Kassicieh
JKaren Aldrich Keck
.Elizabeth J. Klink
'. Kathryn Bart Krahling
-I<aren Sue Laws
!Brigitte Hope Laycock
,Beverly Jane Le ffler
!Mary Morgan Lewis
obin Long
~ ernadette Esperanza Lcipez
Linda Gutierrez Lucero
1 onna Sue M
agruder
~ arsha Lorraine Mahan
- Joan Colleen Jordan

Major
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Elementary
Ela~~atary

Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
iUE'l!l&Jltay Bdcation
llt~ in£88 Educati on
Elementary Education
Busines s
Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Physical Science Comp
El ementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Mathematics
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Mathematics
Elementary Education
El ement ary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education

Currie
El Ed
Biology
El Ed
El Ed
Art Education
El Ed
Home Economics
El Ed
Recr eation
El Ed
Art Education
El Ed
Hi stor y
Ear ly Chldhd Ed El Ed
Sec Ed
Music Educ
El
Ed
Educ
Special
Sec
Ed
History
El Ed
Soc Stu Comp
El Ed
Ar t Educ
El Ed
Soc Stu Comp
El Ed
Psych & Engl
El Ed
Ar t Educ
El Ed
Home Econ
El Ed
Ar t Educ
El Ed
English
El Ed
Art Educ
Sec Ed
Math
El
Ed
Mus ic Education
Sec
Ed
Heal th Education
El Ed
Histor y
Sec Ed
Histor y
Bl Ed
Psychology
El Ed
Spec Ed
El Ed
Ar t Education
El Ed
Health Ed
El Ed
Soc. Stu . Comp
El Ed
Spec Ed
Sec Ed
Psychology
El
Ed
Soc St u Comp
El
Ed
PE
El Ed
Erl y Chldhd Ed
Sec Ed
English
Sec Ed
Economics
El Ed
Sociology
Social Stu Comp El Ed
El Ed
Sociology
El Ed
Special Ed
El Ed
Art Educati on
Sec Ed
Home Econ
El
Ed
Anthr opology
El Ed
Soc Stu Comp
Minor
Psychology
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Education (Continued)
Jennifer Margaret McDonell
Betty Brown McManus
Rebecca Kathleen McNeese
George James Mi ller
Lorraine Patricia Molina
Elaine C. Montague
Drake Robert Moreno
Heather McRae Moreno
Jeanne Catherine Neidel
Charlotte Ann Nelson
John Perry Nunes, Jr.
Judith Lilly Nunnally
Sandra Jean Odell
Emily C. Otoski
Sandra Jean Birkenholz Otto
Marilyn Faye Palmer
Sandra earol Peace
Jean Ann Phalen
Constance Barbara Putback
Peggy Ruth Ratcliff
Penny Sue Riechers
Laurie Jane Roach
Kathleen Jenkias Schowers
Elizabeth Brown Scott
Vivian Contreras Sisneros
Janice Lynn Stewart
Susan Kay Stoller
Bonnie Lou Strunk
Jane Elizabeth Thomas
Geraldine Thomason
Sandra Annette Thornton
Harry David Thurlo, Jr.
Frances Lee Trujillo
Dianna Marie Valdez
Catherine Ann Vigil
Francesca Vito
Diana Marie Viviani
Shari Louise Watson
Sheryl Ann Whalen
Margaret Elizabeth Williams
Laura Ann Winslow
Carol Gibbs Young
Donna Suzanne Young
Judith Ann Zamora
Linda Margaret Zartman

Major
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Life Sci Comp
Business Education
ElementaJ.y Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
'.8asi11ess Education

Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Busiaess Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Life Science Composite
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Business Education
Elementary Education

Minor
Currie
Speci al Education El Ed
Biologv
El Ed
Hi8tory
El Ed
Geoiogi
Sec Ed
Spanish
Sc Ed
Speech
El Ed
Psychology
El Ed
Psychology
El Ed
Home Econ
El Ed
History
El Ed
Mus Ed & Mi cSch El Ed
Special Education El Ed
Psychology
El Ed
History
El Ed
Special Ed
El Ed
Music Ed
El Ed
Hht111 J

Sac: ~

SoC i:,logy
El Ed
Sociology
El Ed
Erly Chldhd Ed
El Ed
Soc Stu Comp
El Ed
Spec Ed
El Ed
Engl & Speech
El Ed
Home Economics
Sec Ed
Bilingual Ed
El Ed
Art Education
El Ed
English
El Ed
Biology
Sec Ed
Art Education
El Ed
Art Education
El Ed
English
El Ed
None
S•c d
Music Education El Ed
Bilingual Educ
El Ed
Home Econ
El Ed
Erly Chldhd Ed
El Ed
Hist & Humanities El Ed
Comp
El Ed
English
El Ed
Soc Stu Comp
El Ed
Hlth Ed
El Ed
Biology
El Ed
Hlth Ed
El
Ed
Aoth1?opology
:S
ec
d
Economics
El
Ed
English

Prospective CandiJates for ~egrees, 1971 Sp~ing _
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COLLEGE OF I:.DUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Health Education

::aj or
Jan Elliott Lupton
bdadel :.cCauley Plymale

Currie
Hlth Ed

Health Education and
Biology
Health, Education

Biology

Hlth Ed

Bachelor of Science in Health and Physical l:.ducation
Judy I. Cochran
Judi .•arie Garcia
Lauren Gossett
Ja~es Lloyd Johnson
Laniel i"t. Ketcherside
Robert F. Hanna
i~ilnor : .anuel :ianzauares
Peter Paul i:artinelli
henry Warren i.foe, Jr.
Linda Jean Olson
\,illiar.. Anthony Parise
Fred Valentino Perez
Jix:. Arthur Royce
Barbara "Gilcl1 rist Webb

1;aj or
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Heal tht.and .,Pliys ical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical
Health and Physical

Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed
Ed

!iinor
! one
none
None
None
Athletic Coach
Philos op hy
Athlectic Co ach
Athlectic Coach
Athlectic Coach
None
Biology
Biology
Biology
Jone

Currie
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H& E
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE
H&PE

Bachelor of Science in ~ Economics Education ·
Minor

Major

!rankie Woodly Beasley
•.ary Sue Gaines
Christy Fletcher Gorin
..ary Ann l lahon Harvey
Jean Lorraine Hetzel Jenkins
Judith Saunders Yuhas
Jeffan Yell Zimmerman

Home
Home
Hon:e
Home
Home
Home
Home

Econor.:ics
Econor.iics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics
Economics

Currie

General Sc Com.p H 6 Ed
Sociology
H Ee Ed
Recreation
H Ee Ed
Sociology
H Ee Ed
General Sc Comp H:E9 Ed
Art
H Ee Ed
English
H Ee Ed

Bachelor of ::.S:.;:c:.=i~e_n_c_e in Industrial ~ Education
kichard Chavarria
;,arlion Lee Claiborne
Stephen Francis Davis
Tnomas Joseph Fi¢ht
Joe Duarte Pina
R~lph Orville Sallee
.,aria Adam Sanchez
William Alan Vance

..ajor
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial

Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts
Arts

i.iinor
1:Jone
None
None
None
None
'one
None
:lone

Currie
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed
Sec Ed

1'rospt.:ctive Ca.~didates ior J egrees, 1971 Spring
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATIOi-1
Bachelor of Science in Physical Education
Stewart Ray Burgess
James Edison Cantrall
~uuardo tlias Garcia
.. icnael Dann Hansen
Linda ~~ichele Henson
~usie Carol Anne Lang
Steve Bill Lucero
:~rgaret Elizabeth :~ronick
Pamela Ann ::artin
Susan P. Pecastaing
Robert W. Pettis
Pedro Jose Pino

r~ajor
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Education
Education
Lducation
Education
Eduoationri
Education
Education
Education
I:ducation
Education
Education
Education

Amando Lujan Reyes
Susan i..cLain Reynolds
.~rie Alicia Rodriguez
Vic tor Jake :'-or;,ero
Paula l1argaret Sperlin··
'
0
Sheryl Ann Tillman
Polly Ann Unger
Lorraine earrico.Welch
::oosevel t Uilliams, Jr.

Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical
Physical

Education
Education
l:ducation
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

..inor
lione
Jone

Currie

Athletic Co ch
l,one
Biology
Athletic :C6aahli
ifone
!.fone
ifone
Athletic Soach
Biology and
Athl etic Coach
Athletic Coach
J on
History
Tiiology
!lone
one
~ one
English
Athletic Coach

PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE
PE

: inor

Currie

None
• one
Hone
i.:one
None
Hone
done
done
one
fone

Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea
Recrea

None

Bachelor of Arts
in kecreation
-i~aj or
~imberly Ann Everhart
Joseph llhler Guillen
Violet Glee hamil ton
~-icharc. ::u .,ene Hutchins
~arol Kace:re
Christopher Paul Krahling
Cynthia Anne liartinez
Gregory ~~ichael Sargovetz
Ki1een Ann Vandam
Eileen Frances Weidner
•

0

Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
r.ecreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation

COLLEGE OF FWE ARTS
Bachelor of ~ ~

Yuw Oteng- Agipong
Lorenzo t. Aguilar

!~ajor
Architecture
Architecture

Page
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COLLEGE OF FirlE ARTS
Bachelor of Eine Arts (Continued)
Robert Hermann Arber
Ronnie Blaine Ault
.~art ha Ann Best
John Cooke Bland
David L. Blecha
Anna G. Boyd
}ark Eric Bradshaw
Beth C. Brawley
l~lvin L. Buffington
Judith Goodrich Butler
Timothy Carl Christensen
l oger Gene Cinelli
Terrance Joseph Cisco
Andrew Thomas Clawson
Candace C. Cobb
Daniel P. Corcoran
Jean Elaine Dunatchik
Patricia Aurelia Duran
Frederick Raymond Edwards II
Conna Lucille Eisenhour
John Phillip Fleming
Frank Neal Gaskin, Jr.
Edward R. Gonzales
Judy Graef Hansen
Eargaret Elaine Hidalgo
Jerre Lynn Johnston
Stefan Watha Kosicki
hichael Thaddeus Krzykowski
Lynda Louise LaRoche
Vernon Charles Lawhorn
Eugenia Lary Longuski
Richard Lee lJ.illard
Jack Allen l~iller
Richard Pierce llilner, Jr ·
Peter Percy lJ.uller
Guy 11arkley lfaylor
Howard Glenn Nunez
Carole Lee Olson
Robert E. Parkin
iiary Lyons Shackford
Yuri Paul Skorochod
Patrick Sean Stephenson
Shetiden Etoile Thomas
Kenneth Raymond Towery

::ajor
Art
Architectu_e
Art
Architecture
Art
Art Education
Art
Art
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Art
Art
Art
Drama
Drama
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Drama
Art Education
Art
Art
Architecture
Art
Art
Art
Architecture
Architecture
Art
Drama
Art Education
Architecture
Art
Art
Art
Art
Drama
Drama
Architecture

17

Pros ectiv
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pr n

LLEGE OF FiiE. .ARTS
Bachelor of rt in
--------r
tty Lou l'reider
Julie eene Langhorne
Larry Lee Leonard
' ry Elizabeth Strand
u verly Davis Taylor
icnard l,ark Ueintraub

· rie Carolyn Brasher
onald John Fuss

Lel n

oble Beardsley

Y' 1 ena ,"lone J ru.ieson
. 1... hael Wayne Lively

COLLE

Jo

Andre\1 Baca
ael Gary Beatrice
John Jerooe Casey
0 cola Gene Clark
Jonathan Douglas Fuller
Jane ~arol Johnston
1k Yousif Kinno
· lbert \ayne Lopez

0

epb

• c

lle Stapleton Allen
uz one · ,arie Balestri
Cind .~ae Bryan
· ry D wn Chambreau
ncy P ter :ooper
ndra Lynn ul erson

[

Prospeccive C~nJictate~ for ~egrees, 1g71 Spring
COLLtGE OF PHA.-.;. 'ACY
Associate of Science in Dental l~siene (Continued)
Dea Jean Petty ~enf ro
Anna Valles
:titchene Vowell
Judy Lafleur 'i~ite
::.>onna Lee Zachary

"obin Lubke :<.eppers
Danna Lorraine Laws
Lir,<la .. ~arsh
Valerie :~cGil ton
Lin1..a !..:oore .:ovak
Susan Llaine ~,atcliff

COLLi.:GE OF KSfaESS A.JD ADi.:LlST~ATI 7E

scn:.:c:cs

bachelor of 3usiness Acministration

:'.o·:. ei:-t _.ayn·on<l Adair
E.lroy :!un On t:.kioka
Augustine Alphonso Apodaca
\lilson La!i1ar .\shcrof t
i~bert Patrick ~arker
nolert Field Barnes, Jr.
Fred Acker 3eatty
Stanley Elmer nell
Grebory James Belshei.I!.
John Franklin ulack
Jimmie Sue 3oehnler
Safil Gilbert Bratton
Scott Keith lrmming
Lrfour 1(enneth Caldwell
Charles Kenneth Campbell
John Carl Carter
~ilLert Estevan Chavez, Jr.
·J eorge ,.elbourne Coen
Gary EJwin Cordova
r..oberto L. Cordova
Oren ~ay Cordrey~ Jr.
Joal Dreece ~ennis
l.obert ~~ichael Dut..as
i'oi.,.as Karl Gustav Ericson
C,ary Lee Fields
••ichael Joseph Forni
Phillip Bernard Franczyk
~~bert Allen George
1 '- lta Yvonne Gilnore
~ichard Burke Goodloe
~onald \!alter Gray
~ames ~,artin GrisharJ
,,obert Schiller Harris
Hilliar-1 Schiller Harris

Concentratior.
Industrial Administration
~eneral Business
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Adlrinistration
General Business
Industrial Adoinistra tion
Industrial Administration
Industrial Aduinistretion
Finance
Account in.,
Industrial Ad~inistration
Finance
finance
A.ccountin,~
Finance
Sinance
Industrial Ach-inistration
Account in:
Accounting
Accour,ting
Indus trial Adl!,inis tr at ior.
Finance
.~arketine
.:arketing
:·arketing
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Industrial Administratioc
Industrial Adcinistration
::arketing
:.arketin£
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
Bachelor of Business Administration (continued)
Timothy John Hawkins
William John Herman
Paul Carl Hormann
H. Lee Horner, Jr.
John Shirm Ingles
James Leland Jackson
Michael 0. Jackson
Ricky Don Johnson
Eugene Earl Kirk
James Louis Kraft
Ridge Lynn LaMar
Barbara Jean Lazarus
Ronald Ray Linton
Edward Lovato
Charles William Martin
Nathan Charles Martz
William Scott Mathias
Robert Howard McLaughlin
Lawrence Edward Minarsich
Mary Elaine Minetos
Reba Spach Moore
Richard Reynolds Moore
Forrest Clayton Morgan II
James Raymond O'Connor
William Burton Olson
Fred Ortiz
Kenneth Edward Otteni
John Patrick Otto
Dwight Anthony Padilla
Donald Lavern Page
Thomas W. Pierce, Jr.
Lawrence Joseph Puccini
Robert Lowell Rivers
William Allen Robison
James Harry Roche
Robert Ernest George Rushforth
Timothy Charles Scanlon
Arthur Paul Serrano
John Jomax Sigler
Diane Judith Slack
Kevin Mansfield Smith
Theodore Frederick Starkovich
Michael Lee Stout
Frank Dunn Taylor
R'
Flc hard Felix Thoeny, Jr.
rederick Craig Thurman
Michael R. Torres

Concentration
Marketing
Industrial Administration
Finance
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Finance
Marketing
Finance
Gen~ral Business
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Accounting
Accounting
Accounting
Finance
Finance
General Business
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Marketing
General Business
Marketing
Industrial Administration
Accounting
General Business
General Business
Accounting
Accounting
General Business
Accounting
Marketing
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Marketing
Accounting
Finance
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
Bachelor of Business Administration( Continued)
Concentration
Marketing
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Accounting
General Business
Industrial Administration
Marketing
Industrial Administration
Accounting
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration
Industrial Administration

Vernon Lee TreY.ler, Jr.
James Howard VerPloegh
Wayne John von Dreele
Vicki Morgan Wach
Richard Baird Walker
Gary Ray Wall
Donald Eric Weinberg
John Andrew White
Jimmy Doyle Willis
Jock Stephen Willis
Charles Sullivan Wilson
Sandy E. Winfrey

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Elizabeth Anne Adams
Daryl Lynn Balok
Susan Ann Barnes
Marjorie Helen Buck
Deborah Ann Carapezza
Annette Florence Chiado
Phyllis Elayne Beverly Escarcida
Laurel Jean Bell Giachino
Virginia Ellen Griggs
Barbara Jean Kappus Jeffrey
Patricia Jean Williams Jurado
Patrice Elaine Kise

Henry Mitchell, Jr.
Elaine Carol Regensberg
Jennifer Gibbs Russell
Susan Carol Saylor
Lorraine Kay Stephenson
Linda Lue Schreiber
Susan Shaw
Carolyn Jean Threlkeld
Yvonne Warner
Ann Marie Wesbrook
Rexann Willingham

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Bachelor of University Studies
Robert F. Akerley
Gerald Michael Ames
Cheryl Lee Anderson
Kelly Dean Avery
David Alan Bealmear
Larry Burton Bell
Phillip Terrell Blackshear
Douglas Lee Blech
Michael Peter Roy Bourke
Thomas Moore Boyden
George Alan Brooks
Anne Johnson Brown
Linda Louise Butler
Robert Francis Butler

Michael Roger Carlson
Pete A. Casaus
Mic 11 ael Sean Casey
Richard T.1omas Cheney
Dennis Berkley Clark
Frank T.1oinas Clark
Peter Leslie Clarke
Sally Teresa Coutreras
Michael Antaony Cordoba
James Edward Damour
Andrew Simon Davis
Stanley Lew Debber
Lavonne Zinck Dettainaut
Jose E. Del Portillo

650
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UNIVERSIT i COLLEGE
B_a.:c '!elor of Uai versi t y Studies
J o.,n Stanle y De C1 to ,1
Donna Jeanae Dionne
Cl iffor d Ray Donnell
Ronal d Vancort Dorn III
Daniel Eamon Dowlin~
Br yan Dreanan
Davi d Jo in Driscoll
Fr ancis Josep.1 Duffy , J r.
Jos ep., Patrick Duffy
Rex Lynn Eaves
1•1aury F. Efros
Sus an hary Embac.
Wil l iam Hall Faulkner
Kat.ier ine Ann Feduska
Bobby Doil Ford
Terr ance Cr ai g Fr ame
Barbara Karen E.ir et Francis ,1
Thoillas Bo~gs Freel s
Davi d Wal lace Fry
Brian Josep,1 Gannon
Edward Garc ia , Jr .
Orlando Garcia
J ames Dav id Gar rets o,1
Jeanni e Susan Gla sscock
Walter Lee Glass et t
Elizabet.1 Ann d . Gl enn
Natal i e Gr een Gonza l e z
Kennet .1 J o.m Gr ant
Patricia ~ae Gr e ene
S 1elle:y De pp Gr e enwood
Eloy Adelbe rto Gr iego , Jr.
*Brian Gross
1•ri.c.1ael G. Gutknec ut
Barbara Kay Hal e
Susan Jo yce da nsen
Raynold Kenny narr e ll
Mic,1ael T,1omas darris
Ric hard Irio n Harris
Kell y Wayne dawkins
Jo,m 1•iaurice Henderson III
Kenne t .1 Walt er Hernandez
David Hu 11 Hiley
Ric ,1ard J . Hodes
Wini fred C,1r i stop.ier Hodgson
Tnomas Rouse Ho lley
Jeffrey Gene Hudson
Elmer Dean Jackson
Jo nn Edward Jackson
Gary Art .1ur Jacobs
Eric Scott Jeffries
0

*Retroactive to January 23, 1971

Terry Keit,1 Jon,1son
Douglas Allen Joanston
Patricia Jones Jojola
Lannie Jonn Julias
William Robert Keeney
Paul Ric,1mond Kelly
Deboran Jane Kepp
Richard Allen Kilmer
Art,rnr Kimmell
Alexander Josepn King
Carla Mat~ison Klumpn
James L. Kremmel
Rici1ard Frank Kyrlac~1
James Hugn Kubi~
Lloyd Lewis Lacner III
Alan Lowell LaFon
Bruce Alan Larsen
Karen Jean Lee
Richard Legoza
Anne S11aron Levine
Kat hleen Laura Lew
Terry Alan Lewis
Jeffrey Norton Long
Alberto Orlando Lovato
Edward Lucero
Ricnard James Mace
Gary Lynn Madsen
Oliver L. Marianetti
Karl Anton i•iarinsek
Glennda Sue harsh
Catnerine Salveson Martin
hary Caroline May
Robert Marion McBreen
Madelyn Bain ?-icCabe
Joline Antonia Meeter
Clelie Ann J.vi.oore
Gary Fosdick r,oore
Cyntnia Louise Morris
Larry R. Norse
Eugene Carpenter Mortimer
:tviari lu l"lunie
Pamela Carrie hunn
Barbara Andruzzi Nagy
David Stewart Nelson
Eric Sidney Nelson
Neil Eric Nelson
Steven 1"1. Newton
David Kwok-Wai Ning
Gary Reynold Nolen
Sandra Mae O'Briant
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Bachelor of University Studies
Anne Patricia o:Brien
Cat,1eri ne Lewis O'Connor
Robert Lauren O'Leary
1'iapole6n Ortiz
Augustin Otero
Edward Arnold Padilla
T11eodore Pappas
Audrey Margot Pascual
Duane Lee Patrick
James V. Penix
Phyllis Coffman Peterson
Henry Carlos Pettine, Jr,
Quinton L. Pittard
Steven Rand Radigan
Bobby Lee Raines
Sandra Lee Ramsey
Joseph Edward Rau
Marc Allan Reitman
Robert William Rentz
Josep11 Angelo Rem:o
Robert Leon Ri~yne, Jr.
Paul Stuart Richardson
David Michael Rigg
Stev~n Lyle Riley
Kathy Jean Rinenart
James Vincent Riordan
Craig Wilson Ritchie
Seth Ritter
Donald Duett Robinson
Everett Calton Robinson
Artnur Wood Rogers, Jr .
James Willis Rogers
Jonn Sanders Rogers III
Nicasio Romero
Ronald James Romero
Jeffrey Magier Ross
Robert Curtis Russo
Gerald L. Schleicner
Christopher Lee Sc11mille
John Arnold Scnwartz
Edward James Scoble Jr .
Leslie Lynn Seldin'
Mark Steven Shawn
ivdguel Sherman
David Alan Snort
hark Lindsey S~1reffler
Steven Earl Snutt
Carolyn Patricia Simpson
Julian Skolnick
Deborah Ann Smitn

I

Jose Antonio Soler del Valle
Artnur Maurice Solon
William F. Spesnock
Paul William Starkey
Linda Tuoni Starzynski
Frederick Alan Stevens
Ralph Lee Stevenson, Jr .
Louis Oliver Storm II
Michael Henry Stuart
Virginia Fletcher Summers
Ceil Swanson
Ernest Lee Switzer
Diana Lloyd Thelander
~dldred Holland Thomas
Herbert Frances Thompson
Linda Wayne Thorne
Frederick Clinton Tiberi
Paul Uhland
Larry Michael Utt~rback
Frank Dee Vainisi
Allen harcus Vigil
Gwendolyn Warnick
Harry Nathaniel Watkins
Brian Lockwood Webb
Walter S. Welton III
Beverly Diane West
Roger Jeffrey Westcott
Ricky Joe Wicks
James Wise Wiggins, Jr,
Donna Mary Wiley
James Wesley Wilkening
Frank Emmett Wilson, Jr .
John c. Woolley, Jr .
W. Grant Wright
Marshall J , Wylie, Jr,
Brian Allen zarikta
Alan Frank zvolanek
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Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Associate of Arts in Human Services

Marian Alice Ford
Lola J. Lestrick
Della Esquibel Mirabal
Rosana Phelps
Victoria Salas Rael
Doris A. Robinson
Angie Serna
Richard Swan
Thelma Lee Williams

Nora M. Pino Ames
Mary Lou Nita Andler
Joe Apodaca
Celestina Trujillo Archibeque
Virginia A. Chavez Armijo
Sara Baca
Virginia Montano Baca
Anthony Blea
Bonnie Theresa Davis
Ramona Fleming Dean

SCHOOL OF LAW
Juris Doctor
Edward David Aaronson
Demetrie L. Augustfnos
Brian Alexander Babington
Clifford Earl Blaugrund
David Eric Booth
Patrick Riley Brito
John E. Brooks
Jack Clarke
Ralph Thomas Dailey
John Douglas Deaner
John Melton Eaves
Leonard Gilbert Espinosa
Victor Peter Fenev
Douglas Warren Fraser
Ronald Murray Friedman
Harvey Bernard Fruman
John Patrick Gascoyne
James Kelso Gilman
Prentis Reid Griffith
Rosemary Harris Griffith
Bruce Curtis Heskett
Yvonne Teresa Knight
~eaala Kleia JF
Richard Lynn Klein
George Forest Kramer
John Robert Leathers
Noelle L' Hommedieu
Elizabeth Neprud Love
Robert Joseph Maguire

' .

Louis Stepnen Marjan
David Metz McArthur
Robert Lloyd McGeorg
Rocco Francis Meconi, Jr.
Bruce Paul Moore
Marion Kay Mortensen
Victor Moss
Douglas Roger Nash
Buford Lee Norrid
Mel Brian O'Reilly
Thomas Lafayette Popejoy, Jr.
Maximiliano Larkin Read
Willard Wayne Royer, Jr.
Joseph Dwayne Runnels
Malcolm Lloyd Shannon, Jr.
John Robert Silko
Richard Allan Simms
Gary Vance Stone
Don James Svet
Wilmer R. Ticer
Ray M. Vargas
Vern John Williams, Jr.

Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Doctor of Medicine
Paul Calhoun III
William Steven Cummings
Jess David Curb
Michael Patrick Finnegan
Jerry Wil l iam Fitz
James Howard Guganig
Peter G. Hanson
Thomas Matthew Holmes
Michael Lee Jenkins
Stanley Richard Lehman
Steven Earl Liston
Edward Charles Loebl
Donald Henry Montoya
Richard Edward Otoski
Mario Edward Porras
Glenn David Prentice
William Max Rich
Robin Osborne Russell
Manuel Schydlower
Don Roy Scott
Ernest Tomayuki Takafuji
Michael Patrick Trainor
Berthold Edward Umland
Roger Je ffrey Westcott
Wilbur Lee Williams

-roe f
~I

Trll-j ,'J I0
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Prospective Candidates for Jeorees, 1971 Sprin~
GRADUATE ~CHOOL
Ifaster of Arts
Paul 'laynond A~uilar
Amalia Carol Attruia
Leonard Marcus Baca
Philip ~anuel Baca
2iarold Bailey
· [ildred Marshall Barnhart
1 Louise Adele Bazan
Mary Hill Beavis
, Joyce Kear :i3eery
Judith Chazin Bennahum
Cynthia Lee Benner
Erlind Viola Gonzales Berry
Jan Valerie Biella
Timothy Galton BigP,p
Lars Gordon Bjork
?!argaret Ruth Blaine
Sylvia Forbes Blakslee
Kenneth Glen Bland
Sanuel Philip Blea
1 Linda Susan Bloom
I ~ary Elizabeth :Sayle
, William lienry Bradley
I Patricia Joanne Brady
: Mimi Walter Brannon
'. John Bertram Brester
1M
arcia Grace Bumkens
; Diane Harrison Busche
! Joe Raymond Bustos
! Cecil Lee Butcher
1 Ann Joerns Caffrey
' Vadim George Canby
: Dolores Chavez Cano
i Federico Martinez Carrillo
; Marianne Cisneros
'. William R. Clark
! Haney Lou Cont;r
: Alice Schub Crockett
! ~ohn William Cummins s, Jr.
' daryanne Atherton Danfelser
i Juanita Jones Dempsey
; Charles Elton Dimke, Jr.
1~'artin James Dittmar
i Michael ).odney Doll
I'1arie Shade Dow
! Thomas Vincent Dr'1}'er
:Frank Joseph Ettenber g
I

Rober t Edward Ball

~1ajor
Special Educat ion
Educational Foundations
Special rducation
Educational Administration
Special Educat ion
Guidance
Special Educat ion
Educational Foundations
Speech
French
Latin American Studies
Spanish
Anthropology
Anthropology
Secondary Education
Guidance
Special Education
History
Art Education
Anthropology
Guidance
Economics
Art
Guidance
.\nthropology
Soecial Education
ziementary Education
Special Education
Psychology
Secondary Education
Latin American Studies
:lementary Education
Secondary f.ducation
Guidance
History
Elementary Education
Special Bducat ion
Guidance
Secondary Education
$econdary Education
::istory
GuiJance
Speech
French
i:nglish
Art
l1at.1ematics
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Pr~spective Candidat~s for Degrees, 1971 Spring
GRADUATE SCH

L

Master of Arts (continued)
Joanne Calkins Fink
Claude Jean F uillade
Opal Gunderson Friedberg
June Marie Fulmer
Hiroshi Ganaha
David Arthur George
Raymond Lawrence Gerow, Jr.
Armando Rosario Gingras
Mary Kay Glover
Stephen Parker Godfrey
Sol Seymour G uld
Ellen Carr Grassl
Michael Glenn Grisham
Henry Carl Gritz
Charles David Gutierrez
Barbara Van Cleave Halvorson
Leslee Sue Harder
Ira Lee Harge
Mary Lou Klintz Harger
Michele Lang Harrigan
Janet Fairweather Harriman
Susan Wendy Graef Hassemer
Martin Lawrence Havens
Judith Mae Rehberg Hay
Darrell Clifton Hayes
Rex Alden Hefley
Donna Schwartz Heming
Nancy Maurine Hight
Mildred Cloud Hilburn
Douglas Wade Hill
Simon Joseph Hladyshewsky
Marjory Leach Holmquist
Rita Sturm Jacobs
Carol Brown Johnson
Douglas Paul Johnson
Hugh Enloe Jones
Robert O'Brien J nes
Judith Roberta ~ufmann
James Michael Kindley
Katherine Amanda King
Shirley Howerton Lalli
Glee Wanda Jackson LeRoy
John Michael Levesque
Janet Beran Littleton

Major
History
French
Secondary Education
Guidance
Economics
Latin American Studies
Secondary Education
Mathematics
Art Education
Mathematics
Guidance
Special Education
Psychology
History
Special Education
English
Guidance
Recreation
French
Special Education
Special Education
Elementary Educatinn
Mathematics
Elementary Education
Guidance
Philosophy
Guidance
Anthropology
Elementary Education
Mathematics
Special Education
Secondary Education
English
Art Education
Special Education
Mathematics
Guidance
Latin American Studies
Guidance
Elementary Education
Special Education
Guidance
Mathematics
Secondary Education
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Prosepctive Candidates For Degrees, 1971 Spring
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Arts (continued)
Orlando James Lucero
Dale Van Leer Mathis
Charles Thomas McAbee
Mary Elizabeth McCarthy
John David McClure
Lydia Hartma,.nn McIntire
Carol Prewitt McKelvy
Paul Thomas McManus
Francesca Cordelia Merlan .'.
Jon P. Messier
David John Milutin
Lawrence Allen Morris
Findley Harrison Morrow
Terrence Murphy
William Thomas Nagy
Margaret Haar Norris
Judith Fonda Olch
Claudette Simunic Pacini
Christine Lynn Pallett
Bruce Philip Panowski
Eileen J. Thompson Panowski
Suzanne Postle Parker
Kathryn H. Peloquin
Beverly Ann Perrault
Karen Elizabeth Peterson
Barbara Foxe Pfeiffer
Zoe Lovendahl Pine
Vesta Paige Pinnell, Jr .
Lynn Racine
John Davidson Randall
Holly Reckord
Caroline Follansbee Redington
Bernadette Mary Reynolds
Charlotte Dorothea Rickleff
Richard Charles Rindone
James Ernest Roberts, Jr.
Eloy Louis Romero
James Daniel Romero
Evelyn Edelson Rosenberg
Estelle Masters Rosenblum
Daphne Green Rowden
Christine Michele Rowe
Patsy Hinds Ryan

Major
Elementary Education
Guidance
Mathematics
Special Education
Mathematics
Special Education
Guidance
Elementary Education
Anthropology
Political Science
Art
English
Guidance
History
Speech
Sociology
Art
Speech
EducationlFoundations
Anthropology
Anthropology
Special Education
Special Education
Special Education
Comparative Literature
Guidance
Mathematics
Art
Art Education
Anthropology
Anthropology
French
Spanish
Guidance
EducationlFoundations
Guidance
Guidance
Guidance
Art
Speech
.
Special Education
Speech
Guidance
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Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Arts (continued)
Belfiae Alex Sanchez
Enrique Marcos Santamaria
Loretta Jean Schwartz
Danny Lee Sessions
Linda Ilene Sione
Jeanette Cook Smith
Jeanette Cook Smith
Daniel Frank Socha
Ellen Delaney Spengler
Chiu-Yung Tai
Chi-ming fang
Verlene Hamilton Tatum
Bonnie Keeling Templeton
Clinton Moore Thelander
James Tomchee
Nancy Marie Traylor
Charles Thaddeus Trowbridge
Patricia Ann Trujillo
At.as il:lgeae Taelter

Antonio Salud Vigil
Yvonne Caroline Vigil
Miguel vonHoegen
Dorothy Jean Walker
Sherril Kay Walters
Dianne Marie Rowntree Watkins
Jann Bennett Weems
Herman M. Wei l
Penelope McDuffie Westfall
Paul T. White, Jr.
Margaret Jeter Williams
Mary Ellan Willingham
Michael Arnold Willins
Frederic Kenneth Wilson Jr.
Margaret Benton Wilson ,
Walter Arthur Wilson
Margaret Ellen Wahlberg
Lenora Levin Wollman
Mary Muses Woodlee
Joan Elaine Worrell
Norma Jean Inabnit Wright
Rosemarie Goecker Young
William Frederick Zahner

Latin American Studies
English
Educational Foundations
Guidance
Speech
Secondary Education
Art
Special Education
Mathematics
Mathematics
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Secondary Education
Educational Admini3tration
Guidance
Philosophy
Special Education
f,rehHeetttre
Elementary Education
Guidance
Latin American Studies
Guidance
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Political Science
Elementary .Education
Educational Administration
Special Education
Mathematics
Art
Latin American Studies
Speech
Guidance
Anthropology
Special Education
English
Guidance
Mathematics
Guidance
History
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Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Science
Asahiro Ahagon
James Maurice Alarid
Martha Schwartz Albert
Bennett Brantley Aufill
Martin Francis Barker
James Patrick Baxter
Jack Bermudez
Barbara Jean Bonahoom
Brisbane Hanks Brown, Jr.
John Lawson Brown
Roger Blakley Brown
Ching-Sun Chao
Thomas Harrison Cogburn
Carroll Alfred Coonce
Dwight Fairly Denton
Richard Burnell Dow
John William Dunn
William Clement Fienning
Roger Lynn Gardner
Charles Hickman Hewitt, Jr.
Jacob Chi-Kwong Huang
Jan Ralph Huzarski
Richard Allen Kant
Varne Mertz Kimmick
William Edward Kraus
Raymond Calvin Krehoff
Kyong Hwa Lee
Homer Dick L "!fis
Ka-Tong Lo
Kwok-Kee Ma
Rachelle Goldenberg Mackay
Francis Ray Martin
Ralph Joe Martinez
Alexander Peter Michalopoulos
Stephanie Layne Moore
Robert Thomas Morgan
David Martin Morrison
Kenneth William Murphy
Charles Edward Needham
Joseph Wheeler Neudecker, Jr.
Mable Henderson Orndorff
Leroy William Paul
Robert Edward Perryman, Sr.

Major
Chemical Engineering
Physical Education
Physical Education
Mechanic&! Engineering
Civil Engineering
Physical Education
Civil Engineering
Physical Education
Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering
Physical Education
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Nuclear Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Biology
Chemical Engineering
Geology
Physics
Civil Engineering
Civil Engineering
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Cliemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physical Education
Electrical Engineering
Physical Education
Civil Engineering
Physics
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physics
Mechanical Engineering
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering

Pa

Prospec~ive Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Science (continued)
William Albert Radasky
Devineni Ramakrishna
Edward Rhudy
Deborah Elizabeth Ruff
Kenneth Alois Sabisch
John David Schroder
William LeRoy Shaffer
Subhash Nandlal Shah
Venkataraman Shivakumar
Mark Stanley Sifuentes
Eric Paul Steinig
Pamela Janine VanDersarl
James Kao-Jen Waung
Michael Lancaster Whelan ·
David Henry Williams
William Claude Wilson
Charles Robert Wolfe
Ka-Ngow Wong
Terrance Muirson Wright
Thomas James Young

Major
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physical Education
Physical Education
Electrical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Geology
Chemical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Biology
Electrical Engineering
Physical Education
Mechanical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Physical Education
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Biology
Nuclear Engineering

Master of Business Administrati n
Donald Burton Anderson
John Turner Atkinson
Robert Lee Clark
Robert Kenneth Howe
James S. Kirkpatrick
Willard: O'Neal Landers
Erwin Kalvin Palmer
Michaels. Piraino

Robert Wayne Reyn lds
Robert Charles Scofield
Paul Anthony Smyer, Jr.
Robert Frederick Theilmann
Herbert Edwin Warner, Jr.
William Alexander Whittaker II
Kenneth Burdette Wille

Masten of Music

Vincent Dennis Richard K~le
Master of Arts in Public Administration
Ronald Urcel Carter
Raghavulu V. Chitturi
Jack Russell Cotton

Paul Taylor Davidson
Nicholas Scott Dienes
David Edward Farrell
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Arts in Public Administration (Continued)
Teodoro Ivan Guambana
William Reese Hattabaugh
David William Jackson
Eugene Louis Lash
Donald Vincent Roach

Frank Edward Seusy
Mohammad Shafi
Robert James Ward
Louis Vincent Yegge, Jr,

Master of Arts in Teaching Business Subjects
Jean Cockley Baer
Master of Arts in Teaching Engli~
Mary Margaret Rhod es
Judith Elaine Tayl ~

Jane Clifton Burke
Jose Evaristo Chavez
Nancy W. Dulaney

Master of Arts in Teachin Industrial Sub ects
Gary Thomas Miller

Russell Warner Brown

Master of Arts in Teaching Home Economics
Sheila Jo Callahan Sigmund
Master of Arts in Teaching Mathematics
William Wendell Burnett
Adrienne Ghigna Podlesny

Mary Ella Aufill
Mardene Hof Bell

Master of Arts in Teaching Science
Sandra Aileen Taylor
Michael John Schoenfeld
Master of Arts in Teaching Spanish
Barbara Lee Johnson
Judith Patricia Helker
Master of Architecture
Leslie Argo Chase
Frank Joseph Accordino
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Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Architecture (Continued)
Van Henry Gilbert
Larry Pat McMurray

Patricia Freda Richardt.

A/o..n Eu~ n e.. T{).c1<c. 'r'
Master of Fine Arts
Daniel Gyger Snyder
Charles Wesley Wellman

Rita Jo King
Master of Music Education
Alvie Ray Barker, Jr.

Janet Gay Jacobs
Doctor of Education

Karen Adele 'Abraham
David Morris Schmitz
Stanley Schneider
Nanette Patchell Smith
Wayne Robert Weimer

Major
Pupil Personnel Services
Curriculum & Instruction
Curriculum & Instruction
Pupil Personnel Services
Curriculum & Instruction

Doctor of Philosophy

Theodore Arden Amundson
Richard Churchill Angell
Eric Jurgen C. Berryman
Myrna Rae Bouchey
Royce Merrett Brockett
Lyndon Edgar Brown
Maria Esther Serra Carossino
Robert Andrew Crist, Jr.
Taen-yu Dai
Stephen John Dalich
Robert Grant Dosch
Richard Williams Doxtator
JFelix Garcia , Jr •
ames Edwin Gover
John Phillips Grillo
Ludwig Adam Gritzo
Aybars Gurpinar

Major
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
English
English
English
Biology
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
Romance Languages
Civil Engineering
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
English
Education: Curriculum & Ins tru ction
Nuclear Engineering
Education: Foundations of Education
Nuclear Engineering
Civil Engineering
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Prospective Candidates for Degrees, 1971 Spring
GRADUATE SCHOOL
Doctor of Philosophy (Continued)
Elmer Harvey Harrelson
James Curtis Hasdorf f
Joseph Anthony Hunt
Dale Mitchell Johnson
Carl Alec Kremer
Zelda Ruth Maggart
Dennis Les lie Mangan
James Lee Martin
Teresinha Alves P. Martins
John Arthur Mayo
James Davi d McClure
David Mishapli
Phillip Y. Nicholson
Christopher Edwin Olson
Cecil Orozco
Lee Dennis Philipp
Stephen Gregory Portman
Melvin Lewis Prueitt
Frank Eve rette Rosemond
Terence Vincent Sewards
EdgarWarrenSmith, Jr.
Jeffrey Michael Speiss
Kathleen Marie Timmins
Peter Yuan Kai Wang
Herman Arthur Watts

Major
History
History
English
Education: Foundations of Educat ion
English
Education: Curriculum & Ins truction
Nuclear Engineering
Geology
Romance Languages
Medical Sciences
Civil Engineering
Economics
History
Mathematics
Education: Curriculum & I nstruct ion
Electrical Engineering
Philosophy
Physics
Romance Languages
Electrical Engineering
Education: Curriculum & I nstruction
Psychology
Education: Curriculum & I nstruct ion
Education: Curriculum & Instruction
Mathematics
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

May 26, 1971
To:
From:

Members of the University Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Faculty Nominations for University Standing committees
for 1971-72

Following is the list of nominations of faculty representat ives of
University Standing Committees for 1971-72, as recommended by the
Policy Committee with the approval of the President and Vice President for Academic Affairs. It is expected that the faculty-staff
directory this fall will show the entire committee membership, including students, administrative representatives, and ex officio
members. Participation in committee work is a right and duty of
individuals of all ranks and faculty members who accept committee
membership are expected to take an active part in the work of the
committee or committees to which they are assigned.
Athletic Council -- (6 faculty members from 4 colleges,
including chairman):
J. E. Martinez (C.E.), T. I. Baker (Microbio.), c·•.)E. Becknell
(Educ.) , J. J. Fashing (Soc . ), A. L. Parker (Econ. , B. K.
Ruebush (Psych • ) •
Campus Planning Committee

7

(7 faculty appointed br Presid nt,

5 of

them nominated by Policy committee;
Vice Pres. for Admin . & Develop .,
chairman):

B.

MA ,1-1

J · J. Brody (Anthro. ) , R. Holzapfel (Lang·), J • K. Lewis Admin. ).

fNeu-rol. ) ' M. L. R. Fillet (Arch.)' R. F. Tonigan (Educ.

Campus Safety Committee -- (4 faculty, chairman elected by committeer.
E.W. Baughman {Engl.), R.H. Clough (c.~.), 1 · E. Hendryson
(Surg.), A. Steger (Math.).
c
.
lt
including chairman, at least
omputer Use Committee -- (10 facu Y,h of· Phys. sci. (incl. Engr.),
one from ~~c sci. soc sci., Humanities,
B~ol. &tLi erepre;~ntative from ISRAD):
Fine Ar s,
(Engl) S Ben-David (Econ.),
b
·
.
F
Bar
our
' ' •
astella ·(PhysiolJ,
w. T. Kyner
D. E. Kidd (Biol.), J. •
R. J. Harris (Psych~L), K. G.)K C Mattox (Art), K. Morgan
(Math.), c. P. Leavitt (Phys. , •
(Anthro.), B. R. Peterson (E.E·) •
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Continuinq Education Committee -- (9 faculty, including chairrn n):
M. Mitchell (Math.}, L. C. Bernardoni (Guid. & Sp. Ed.), K
Christman (Bus. & Ad. Sci.}, L. L. Conrad (Med.), s. C awford
(Biol.), A. Koschmann (E.E.}, M. Pozorski (Nurs .), s. A.
(Math.), G. E. Triandafilidis (C.E.}.
Cultural Program Committee -- (5 faculty; student chairman):
R. J. Griego (Math.), L. M. Libo (Psych . ), T. Holzapfel (L ng. ),
T. Parnall (Law), T. Philips (Music) .
Curricula Committee -- (9 faculty, including chairman, distribu d
over 3 areas: (l} Soc. Sci., B. A., L w;
(2) Humanities, Fine Arts, Educ . ; (3) Sci.
and Engr., Pharmacy, Nursing, Md.):
H. G. Alexander (Phil.) (2), E. Caplan (Bus. & Ad. Sci.)(l),
R. Clark (Geol.) (3), D. Gonzales (Elem . Educ.} (2), F. N
LeBaron (Biochem.) (3}, M. R. McGann (Nurs . )(3}, G. W. M kx
(Soc.)(l), G. F. Peters (Lang.)(2}, D. G. Tailby (Econ.)(l).

G.

Entrance and credits committee __ (2 faculty; Director of Admis ion,
chairman}:
J. W. Beakley (Biol.), E. Buchanan (Engl.}.

General Honors council -- (5 faculty; Director of General Honors
Program, chairman):
E. Bear (Nurs.), w. J. Brisk (Pol. Sci.), M. Kahn} (Chem.),
D. P. Schlegel (Arch.), J. T. Zepper (Educ. Fdns. ·
Graduate Conuni'ttee -- (6 A&S (3 Sci · and 3 soc.
Educ.Dean
BA Sci.),
Med. 2 Law;
2 Engr., 1 each Art, ·. ·,
. '
of Graduate School, chairman).
)

J

D Keyser (Mus.)' R.

. Ellis

D. D. Chavez (Educ. Fdns. , · e
. (chem) w Ivins (Sec
· ' o. · Potter
·
(Hist.),
A. Erteza (E.E. ) , u · Hollstein
h (Lang), L.
Ed~c.), H. B. Muir ~Law~, P. Murp: slate · (Bus. & Ad. ~ci.),
(Biol.), J. Scalett1 (MJcro.), D. M (Soc) M w. Wildin ( .E.).

A. P. Stone (Math.), R. F. 'l'omasson
• ' ·
.
. luding chairman, elected
University committee Q!1
(8 facul~y, 1 ~c 3 _year staggered terms):
Human Subjects__
by committee,
A Boaz (Educ.) (70-73}, F. A.
J.E. Baca (Nurs.)(70-73), J.
•
. k (Ob & Gyn.)(69-72), C. S
L
O 73)
R A Munsic
• 1.) (70- 73) ' J · L
ogan (Psychol.) ( 7 , · · Shoop (Radio
Oseasohn (Nurs . )(71-74), J. ~iliams (£.E.)(71-74).
Walden (Law) (69-72), R.H. Wi
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Intramural and Recreation Board -- (2 faculty, one of whom is chairman of the H.,P.E.,& Rec. Dept;
student, chairman):
(Chairman-designate of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation), W. T. MacPherson (Law) .
'
Library Committee -- (11 faculty, including chairman):
N. E. Vanderborgh (Chem.), c. M. Book (Lang .), J . G. Cooper
(Educ. Fdns.), R. L. Cruikshanks (Pol. Sci.), G. A. Efroyrnson,
(Math.), J. D. Finley (Phys.}, T. s. Floyd (Hist.), D.R. George
(Art), Y. C. Hsu (M.E.), R. A. Lenberg (Bus. & Ad. Sci.),
I. Melada (Engl.).
National and International -- (2 faculty; student, chairman):
~ffairs~rnrnittee
P. Chung (Econ.), G.
New Mexico Union Board

w.

May (C.E.).

(2

faculty; student, chairman):

J. R. Davis (Math.), T. A. Sackett (Lang.) .

New Student Orientation committee -- (4 faculty; student, chairman):
J. F. Carlin (Psych.), w. J. Judge (Anthro.), P. M. Mershon
(Ped.), C. R. Qualls (Math.).

Publications Committee -- (9 faculty, including chairman):
R. R. MacCurdy (Lang.), H. w. Basehart (Anthro.}, R. El~is (Art1
D. Hamilton (Econ.), c . c. Hoff (Biol.), K. D. Olson (Lib.),
H. V. Rhodes (Pol. Sci.), H. Trowbridge (Engl.), H. Weihofen
(Law).
Registration Committee -- (7 faculty, including chairman):
R. c. Devries (E.E.), R. J. Doxtator (Educ.), S. L. Ferketich
(Nurs.), R. E. Fleming (Engl.), H.K. Knudsen (E.E.), M. P.
Malm (Chern.), L. H. Walters (Educ.).
Research Allocations ~ornrnittee -- (9 faculty, including chairman):
W. s. Peters (Bus. & Ad. Sci.), B. D. Dieterle (Phys.),
M. B. Harris (Educ. Fdns.), R. L. Long (Nuc. Engr.), D. A.
Remley (Engl.), R. G. Robbins (Hist.), s. Roll (Psycho.),
S. D. Smith (Art), J. D. Ligon (Biol.}.
(6 faculty, at least one each B. & Ad.
Retirement and Insurance
sci., Law; chairman appointed by Pres.):
Committee-:::=J. R. Blum (Math.), F. L. Brown (Econ.}, P.H. McNa}mara M(S~c.),
P. T. Mori· (Bus. & Ad. Sci.), E. A. Mortimer (Ped. , H. uir
(Law).
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Research Policy Committee --

(faculty, including chairman, from
colleges and departments generating
research):

J. V. Scaletti (Micro .) , B. Albrecht (M.E.), D. Amsden (Lib.) ,
R. Y. Anderson (Geol.), H. Basehart (Anthro .), R. L. Bennett

{Law), A. A. Blumenfeld {ISRAD), M. E. Eaves (Engl.), W. L.
Everett (Nuc. Engr.), D. P. Ferraro (PsychoL), H. v. Finston
{Bus. & Ad. Sci.), G. Hirshfield {Sec. Educ.), P. Jonas (Econ. ) ,
F. W. Ikle (Hist.}, M. Kahn (Chern.}, R. D. Kelly (E.E .}, H. G.
Mccann {Soc.), J. P. Moore (Educ . Fdns.), M. R. Nason (Lang. ),
A. L. Ratner (Physiol.),V. H. Regener (Phys .), T. J. Scallen
(Biochern.), H. L. Schreyer (M.E .), G. E. Triandafilidis (C.E. ) ,
J. A. Ulrich (Micro .), G. M. wing (Math.).
Scholarships, Prizes, Loans, and High School
Relations Committee --

(10 faculty from at
least 6 colleges):

S. R. Ulibarri (Lang.), A. C. Atencio (Biochem.), I. R. Cordov a
(Educ. Adrnin.), v. Crenshaw (Nurs.), G. w. May (C.E.), M.
Pendleton (Lib.), M. J. Power (Engl .), C.R. Qualls (Math . ),
W. E. Rhoads (Mus.), J. A. Yeakel (Bus. & Ad. Sci.).
Speakers committee -- (3 faculty; student , chairman):
R.

c.

Dick (Speh.), T. Guinn (Math.),

Student Publications
Board

(3

w.

J. Zimmer (Math. ) .

faculty; chairman appointed by President ) :

E. c. Hoyt (Pol. sci.), D. M. Johnson (Engl .) , B. J. Jones

(Math.).
Student Radio Board -- (3 faculty; chairman appointed by President ) :
S. s. Alpert {Phys.), P. J. Johnson (Psycho!.), w. M. Shimer
{Speh.).
(4 regular faculty, including 1 woman,
Student Standards committee -- for 2-year staggered terms; 2 alternates for 1-year terms; student,
chairman) :
E. w. Bourne (Biol.) (71-73), J. w. Carey (Spch.)(70-72),
.
A. Frank (Psych.)(70-72), G. w. Long (Path.)(71-73), s. Dewitt
(Engl.) (alternate), G. M. Goldhaber (Spch.)(alternate).
Committee on the University -- (4 faculty; chairman elected by
- committee):

c.
R. E. Blood (Educ. Adrnin.), J.M. Jones (Engl.), R. J<.. Metzler
(Math.), B. M. Woodfin (Biochern.).
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
College of Education
May 27, 1971
TO :

University Faculty

FROM:

Richard E. Laurence, Dean, College of Education

SUBJECT:

U.N.M. Faculty Approval of an Undergraduate Major in Special
Education Within the Existing Bachelor of Science in Education
Degree
The College of Education presently offers an undergraduate minor
in Special Education which may be taken as a part of the bachelor's
degree programs in Elementary and Secondary Education . The College
also offers a Master's Degree with a major in Special Education .
Present requirements work to the disadvantage of those undergraduates
who plan to have a teaching career solely in classrooms for children with learning disabilities . Currently , they must prepare themselves first as teachers of regular classrooms, in the Elementary
or Secondary education major programs, then minor in Special
Education.
£here is considerable evidence of an increasing need for teachers
who specialize in the Special Education field . School systems in
New Mexico and throughout the nation are expanding their programs
by creating special classes for children with learning disabilities .
£his major program has been developed in conjunction with the State
Department of Education. Therefore , those who successfully complete the program will receive certification as Special Education
teachers.
Because the bulk of the students pursuing this new major would
have formerly pursued the Special Education minor, the additional
resources required for this major are minimal. The College of
Education has also added staff to support this program.

066
MASTER OF SCIENCE PROGRAM IN MED ICAL SC IENCES

A Master of Science degree in Medical Sciences is offered under
Plan I to individua ls who have a l ready obtained a bachelor degree or its
equivalent. In addition to the minimum requ irements and prerequisites
as set forth in the Graduate Bui letin, an individual ente ring this program
must obtain prior approval from the Graduate Committee of the Medical
School and from the Chairman of the specific Department with which he
wl I I do his primary research.

THE REQUIREMENTS FOR PLAN I FOLLOW:
I.

A reading knowledge of one foreign language . This requirement
may be waived by the Chairman of the Department with which the
candidate is primarily involved and the Graduate Committee of
the Medical School .

2.

A minimum of 24 semester hours of course credit at the graduate
level.
a.

At least 12 semester hours in the major field at the graduate
level exclusive of Biomedical Sciences I and I I or their
equiva lent.

b.

A I imit of 6 semester hours in independent research .

3.

A minimum of two regular semesters in residence . .

4.

Six hours of thesis credit .

5.

Each candidate must sit a writtan and/or oral exami nation and
a defense of thesis .
The areas of specialization include:
Anatomy
Biochemistry
Biometry
Microbiology
Pathology
Pharmacology
Physiology
The minimum time tor completion of the M.S . degree is probably one
calendar year . Mos I students wi I I prubably require three or four
semesters, plus one intervening sunmer .

OPERATIONAL CHARTER
THE INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

I.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The University of New Mexico bas long recognized its
broadening re3ponsibilities in the area of instruction, research
and service.

In the light of such awareness the University

established on July 1, 1968, the Institute for Social Research
and Development, whose paramount objective is to expand
and coordinate the University's activities in problem-oriented
research and developmental programs as well as to create
opportunities for basic research.

The Institute represents

an additional commitment of the University to the social
and economic development of New Mexico, the Southwest and
the Nation.

Through greater use of its academic resources

and coordination among instructional programs and those of
research and service, a mutual strengthening of each aspect
will progressively be achieved.

The Institute's research and service projects shall
be designed to develop both physical and human resources.
In its planned activities the Institute will aim to involve
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all social science disciplines having modern applic ations
and significant contributions to make to social, economi c
and human progress.

The University 's existing academic

departments in the social and administrative sciences shall
be central to Institute activities, but other University
areas will be involved whenever appropriate.
Through the Institute the University of New Mexico
shall endeavor to attain certain specific internal and external
objectives:

internally, the stimulation , promotion , coor-

dination, and broad facult y support of important and varied
research and service proerams ; involvement of f aculty and
students in such activities ; establishment of int erdisciplinary
research and action programs using resources from ma~y areas
of the University.

Externally, the Inst itute of fers an

exceptionally effective i nstrument in two respects:

(1 ) as

an agency through which t he University can seek support
for the kinds of programs comprising the mission of the
Institute, and (2) the means by which t he University can
become widely identified with the awareness of, and attack
upon, state and regional problems of a socio-economic nature.
The Institute will consciously and continuously strive for
innovation in approach, for imagination in organizat ional
matters, and for effectiveness in results .

Achievement of

such goals can be counted upon to help build for the University of New Mexico a wide reputation for excellence in research
and in service.
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II.

ORGANIZATION

A.

Units
The Institute shall be organized into a number of

administrative units identified to carry out the functions
of the organization.

The organization shall include units

designed to implement long range program interests as well
as the management of specific short-term projects.

B.

The Executive Committee
The Institute Executive Committee shall consist

of the Director and an Associate Director of ISRAD, the
Vice President for Research, a representative appointed by
the Graduate Student Association, and five members of the
academic faculty, the latter to represent disciplinary areas
most relevant to the character of the Centers and Programs
operating under ISRAD auspices.

The five faculty members

and two alternates shall be nominated by the Research Policy
Committee, subject to consultation with the President of
the University and confirmation by the General Faculty.
Terms of office chall be staggered, two members initially
serving for three years, two for two years, and one for
one year; thereafter all new appointment s will be for three
years.

Alternates shall serve whenever regular members

disqualify themselves for reasons of conflict of interest
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or other good cause.

The five faculty members will consti-

tute, as well, a permanent subcommittee of the Research
Policy Committee.

The Executive Committee shall elect its

own chairman but the Director and/or an Associate Director
shall have the permanent status of vice- chairman.

Directors

of existing Centers and programs may participate as ex- officio
members of the Executive Committee .
As required, the ISRAD administration will set up
liason machinery with local and state agencies, whose representatives may be called upon to serve in ex-officio nonvoting capacity on the Executive Committee when ISRAD is
engaged in matters germane to their concerns.
The Executive Committee shall have the responsibility
of promoting the integration of ISRAD activities with the
academic programs of the University .

The Committee shall

be empowered to make policy, to approve or disapprove new
programs proposed for operation under ISRAD auspices, to
review programs in operation, and to supervise the solicitation and utili zation of funds which are not specifically
allocated for ISRAD administrative costs .

In addition to

these general duties of governance, the Executive Committee
shall assist the President and the Vice President for Research
in the selection of a Director when this office becomes
vacant .

The Executive Committee may be convened by either

the Chairman or Vice Chairman, and shall meet at sufficiently
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frequent intervals to enable it adequately to discharge
the functions described above.
Upon the recommendation of the Director, the Executive Committee may authorize the creation of Advisory Committees attached to specific projects of Institute Centers
and Programs.

These advisory committees may include members

of the public as well as representatives from the University community.

C.

The Administrative Staff
The Director of ISRAD shall be an individual of proven

administrative ability and broad competence and range of
interests.

He will administer the operations of the Insti-

tute and report to the Vice President for Research.

Either

the Director or an Associate Director shall be a social
scientist of senior stature characterized by breadth of
interest and demonstrated competence.

To insure integra-

tion of the ISRAD operation into the academic community
the Director and the Associate Directors will have jointfaculty-ISRAD appointments with the concurrence of the academic departments concerned.
In conjunction with the Executive Committee and the
Vice President for Research, the Director will prepare an
annual budget; screen and review proposals for research
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and action programs; publicize ISRAD's capabilities; make
logistical arrangements for ISRAD and its component units ;
and in other appropriate ways provide direction and support
for ISRAD.

III.

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ISRAD AND THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY

ISRAD shall relate to the academic components of t he
University in accordance with the principles outlined in
the subsequent section.

Normal administrative policies,

procedures, and regulations of the University shall apply
to ISRAD activities.

Special administrative policies and

procedures may be established as needed by the Executive
Committee.
It is important that ·rsnAD support, rather than 'Jisrupt, the normal instructional and research pursuits of the
academic departments.

For that reason it is necessary to

evolve a rationale which will assure harmonious operational
relationships and basic agreement on matters such as implementation of projects and professional appointments jointly
arrived at by ISRAD and the academic departments, c9lleges
and divisions primarily concerned and inherently interested.

s
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ISRAD, by its nature, will constantly be engaging the
serv:i.ces of both academic and non-academic personnel.

Those

holding faculty status will have recourse to the protection provided by the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure;
the AAUP 1940 statement of principles shall be considered
applicable to persons engaged in short -term contract research;
non-academic personnel involved in action and service programs shall fall under the purview of the Staff and Personnel
Policies and Procedures as provided in the University manual
of 1969 and any subsequent revisions thereof.
Should the holder of a joint ISRAD-faculty appointment,
either by mutual consent or otherwise, find his services to
ISRAD terminated while still . retaining his teaching and
research functions, ISRAD will be respons ible for paying
out the remainder of his non-academic contract.

In no case

shall this be charged to departmental or University Educational and General Funds.
Of critical importance is the process whereby new
ventures are initiated and put into effect.

The following

three situations are typical:

a.

A professor already on the faculty of
UNM wishes to intitiate or promote a
project through ISRAD.
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In this situation, it is essential that the customary
rocedure of approval by the chairman and dean be obtained

so

hat in t he event the proposal materializes into a grant,
e spli scan be undertaken by those who bear primary

responsibi l i t

f or such arrangements.

If the project is

to be a t eam effort, the same procedure obtains.

ISRAD,

on the other band, wil l endeavor to provide the faculty
ember or t eam with support and services in making the proosal and will otherwise assist him with space, personnel,
and cler ical needs should the proposal materialize.

b.

ISRAD is approached by an outside agency
with a proposal to undertake certain research
or action programs which would necessitate the addition of professional staff.

In this event the following procedure is provided:
After exami nat ion by the Director and the Vice President
for Research, the proposal is submitted to the ISRAD Execut ive Committee.

If it approves, the proposal will be cir-

culated to appropriate academic deans and department chairmen with a request that interested facult y and graduate
students be indentified.

If faculty is adequate and no

insurmountable staffing problems appear, a contract will
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be negotiated and the search for professional staff initiated.
In each case, this search will begin with a request to the
appropriate academic units to assist ISRAD in recruitment.
By this step three needs are met:

(1) the academic units

are informed of plans, (2) their professional advice is
solicited and their professional interests safeguarded,
and (3) possibilities for joint appointments can be explored.
Moreover, possibilities for the appointment of graduate
students to assistanships and internships will be explored
at this stage.

c.

ISRAD may identify an area in need of
research and/or development.

In consultation with the Executive Committee, ISRAD
will develop a statement of the problem.

This statement

would then be circulated to appropriate academic deans and
department chairmen, with the request that faculty and graduate
student interest be solicited.

Identification of faculty

members and graduate students whose services might be utilized
in the project will then be the result of further discussion
among all those whose previous work and experience indicate
that they would be qualified and interested.
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Three guiding principles shall be observed in

he

relationship between the academic departm nts and I RAD
in respect to the involvement of professional personn 1:

a.

A faculty member's

articipation in an

ISRAD project must have the concurr nc
his chairman and his dean

b.

o

and

In those situations where facul y memb r
develop program and/or research in
and approach ISRAD for assis a.nee ind v lo
ment, the faculty member will be

x

ct d

to obtain prior approval from his

n

chairman and dean before conversa ions

c.

ISRAD may not unilaterally offer

roce d.

acul ya

in

ments using the customary titles and ranks
but should endeavor to est blish conditions
which will make joint appointmen s with
academic departm nts and units
the absence of
appointment

o sible.

he possibility of a

staff using such titles as R search As o
he lik .

In

oin

ISRAD will a point i s pro

Post-Doctoral Fellow, or

he

s ion 1
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In all such relationships, both ISRAD and the academic
department will acknowledge the need for shared Jurisdiction, and neither shall take unilateral actions prejudicial to the interest of the other.
In those instances in which academic units of the
University are called upon to provide educational services
for trainees in ISRAD service or action programs, ISRAD
will allocate to those units sufficient overhead return
to provide adequately for administrative services rendered.
Instructional programs conducted in conjunction wit h ISRAD
and which carry academic credit will conform to standard
University norms in all matters pertaining to curriculum,
academic credit and grading .

IV •.

RESOURCES

The Director of ISRAD shall allocate funds on the
basis of priorities and criteria developed in consultation
with the Executive Committee.
ISRAD-generated funds will be used to support social
science research, the precise mechanics of such allocations
to be determined by the Executive Committee.

ISRAD will develop a budget of its own from University
resources and others which are incremental to those now
available.

To the extent possible the University will pro-

vide resources to support the kinds of ISRA.~ programs described above.
for:

Special resources will be made available

(1) general administrative purposes, (2) identifi-

cation of new projects, (3) assistance to faculty members
in developing and preparing proposals, (4) efforts to generate
additional funds, and (5) logistical support for approved
and funded programs.
The fiscal procedures of ISRAD shall be those required
of all University of New Mexico operations.

They will at

all times be subject to review by the Executive Committee
and to audit by the University Comptroller.

(Submitted by the ISRAD Subcommittee of the Research Policy
Committee with the Research Policy Committee and the Faculty
Policy Committee, June 2, 1971)

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
The Graduate School
May 28, 1971
To:

University Faculty

From:

George P. Springer, VP/Rand Dean , Graduate School

Subject:

Grading System for Graduate Students

~

At its meeting of May 27, the Graduate Committee re- examined and
debated again the recommended Grading System for Graduate Students
originally placed before the Faculty on May 18. After extensive d iscuss ion
of the various options and I ikely outcomes) the Committee voted to resubmit
to th e Faculty its or ig inal version . The Graduate Commi ttee recommends its
approval as the best possible grading system which can be developed , g iven
the present constraints. It i s moved that t he fol lowing be adopted.

Grades:
Points:

A
4

B

C

3

2

NC

There would be no I imit on the number of C's a cand idate
could include in hi s graduate program , provided he maintained
at least a 3.0 average overal I .
We further recommend that NC grades not be calculated into
the GPA just as CR grades are not . But , the NC grades shou ld
appear on the transcript and the Graduate Schoo l s hould put
a student on probation when he receives two (2 ) NC grades and
suspend him when he receives a third (3) NC grade .

